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Spot the difference campus future takes shape 
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Discussions between the School and the Union on the proposed St Philips redevelopment, to include a Harvard-style campus square on the present site of Parish Hall, above, are 
alreatfy under way. The Academic Board met last week to consider the plans. Student considtations will begin later this term. Phol:o: Erik Lang 

Report blasts School on 
ethical investments policy 
• School continues holding •Union accused of investing 
portfolio in arms companies in nuclear weapons 

Michael Deas 

The LSE's approach to implementing a so
cially responsible investment (SRI) policy 
has come under fire in a report from a lead
ing ethical investment firm 

SRI policies have been adopted by sev
eral leading UK universities, including Ox
ford and St. Andrews, to avoid investment 
in unethical industries such as the arms 
trade and companies with links to oppres
sive regimes. 

The report, released to The Beaver on 
condition of anonymity, claims the LSE's 
position is "exaggerating the financial im
pacts and costs of SRI." 

It also accuses the LSE of being "alarm
ist" by claiming that SRI would prevent the 

School from receiving large donations firom 
some of its biggest supporters. 

The LSE does not have a stringent 
SRI policy and has not yet confirmed if 
and when it will adppt one. The LSE cur-
rentiy invests over £4om in investment 
funds managed by Barclays Capital Man
agement, which in turn invests the LSE's 
money in arms companies BAE Systems, 
Boeing and RoUs Royce. 

The School recently rejected a proposal 
by LSE Director of Finance and Facilities 
Andy FarreU to adopt the United Nations 
Principles on Responsible Investment, 
which are considered by investment ex
perts to be a weak framework for ethical 
investment. 

The principles would not have stopped 
the LSE from investing in unethical com
panies, but would have required the School 
to engage with the companies that it in

vests in to promote ethical behaviour. 
The report seen by The Beaver states, 

"It is somewhat worrying that the LSE 
cannot bear even the UNPRI approach as 
it represents probably the easiest starting 
point for fiduciary investors." 

LSE has said that any fiiture policy of 
responsible investment would be based on 
engagement and would allow the School to 
continue to invest in unethical companies, 
including arms manufacturers. 

The School has also stated that it has 
rejected calls by the Students' Union to 
divest from firms involved in Sudan and 
the Israeli occupation of Palestinian ter
ritories. 

When asked to outiine the LSE's posi
tion on SRI in Michaelmas term of 2007, 
Farrell said that he was not prepared to 
comment as a policy would be in place by 
September 2008. A School committee has 

been asked to report on possible SRI strat
egies in Michaelmas term 2009, meaning 
thattheadoptionofanSRIpolicy may well 
be several years off. 

The Students' Union also has no 
overarching SRI poli^. In a submission 
to Council Farrell notes that as a result of 
not having a comprehensive SRI policy the 
Students' Union invests in "the shares of a 
major company that provides uranium for 
both nuclear power generation and weap
ons production", an apparent reference to 
uranium miners BHP BiUiton. The LSE 
also invests in BHP Billiton and the Beaver 
has been unable to substantiate Farrell's 
claim that BHP Billiton's uranium is used 
in weapons systems. 

Students' Union Treasurer Wil Barber 
said that the Students' Union categorically 
does not invest in Sudan or Israel and will 
develop its own SRI policy over the year. 

Sheikh Zayed 
campaign ends 
in defeat at 
UGMvote 

Victoria Boggiano 
& AliMoussavi 

A student motion calling on the LSE to 
return £2.5 million to The Emirates Foun
dation and change the name of the Sheikh 
Zayed Theatre failed to pass at last week's 
Union General Meeting. 

The LSE had recently agreed to name 
the main auditorium of the New Academic 
Building after Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan A1 
Nahyan, the president of the United Arab 
Emirates from 197a to 2004, in exchange 
for the money from the foundation. 

The motion also called on student offi
cials to lobby the LSE for a seat on the body 
responsible for oversight of donations, the 
LSE Development Committee. 

Students supporting the motion point
ed out the UAE's history of human rights 
abuses and the Sheikh's controversial re
cord as the UAE's unelected ruler, claiming 
that it was inappropriate that the School 
accept the donation and honour the Sheikh 
by naming the theatre after him. 

However, opponents of the motion ar
gued that it would be inconsistent for the 
LSE to return the money because of the 
theatre's name. One student pointed to 
the example of The Hong Kong Theatre as 
being named in reference to an oppressive 
regime. 

Other opponents made specific refer
ence to the Sheikh's record as president, 
claiming that Zayed's rule had positive 
aspects, such as helping to advance educa
tion for women in the UAE. 

One student said: "Human rights is 
what you think it is because it is a Western 
opinion. So don't go around telling me that 
an Eastern culture is the same as Western 
aJture and impose your views on me." 

Joseph Brown, a supporter of the mo
tion, said that its defeat was "another dis
turbing victory for relativism and apathy in 
which we are wiUing to ignore child slavery 
and economic exploitation of millions so 
long as our leaders make the trains run on 
time." 

Students' Union officials who were 
supporting the motion claim that its failure 
will not affect the Union's chances of gain
ing representation on the Development 
Committee, the board that gives approvals 
to donations, because there is broad sup
port for the goal across the student body. 
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Libraiy 

The Beaver uses pictures from 
flickr.com which have been issued 
under a Creative Commons license. 
We would like to distribute the Beaver 
under a similar license - we'll keep 
you posted. 
You can browse through the pictures 
we post to flickr at: 
flickr.com/photos/beaverbnline: 
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Top: Security staff member gives directions. Bottom: construction work outside 
the Library in John Watkins Plaza earlier this term. Photos: Erik Lang; 

Library students 
dislike being 
shown the door 
RajdeepGahir 

The LSE Library has employed new staff to 
direct students in and out of the building 
whilst building work obstructs the main 
entrance. 

Students are being made to use an al
ternative exit, being guided both by signs 
and additional staff. The School comment
ed that the additional hires are "a sensible 
way of helping new arrivals settle into un
familiar surroundings". 

It is understood that the entrance to the 
New Academic Building from Kingsway is 
not open because the LSE has insufficient 
security staff to monitor the doors. 

Students were surprised by the School's 
hiring decision. 

LSE fresher Arthur Bingqian Ma ar
gued, "It's patronising to think that we are 
not intelligent enough to follow the signs". 
The Economics student called the addi
tional Library staffing "a wastefld alloca
tion of resources considering how much in 
fees we are paying". 

Aled Fisher, General Secretary of the 
Students' Union, agreed that the additional 
staffing did not seem to be an efficient use 
offiinds. 

Questions about the Library's finances 
were a major issue for the Union last year 
as it pursued a campaign to keep the Li
brary open 24 hours a day. 

The LSE piloted 24 hour opening for 
the entire 2006-7 academic year and kept 
records of Library usage throughout the 
year. 

Based on these figures, the School de
cided that there was insufficient demand 
for 24 hour opening during the Michael
mas and Lent terms. Last year, the Libraiy 
was only open 24 hours a day during the 
exam period. 

Students opposed the decision and 
drew up a petition which gained 1300 sig
natures, but were unable to influence the 
School. 

The SU hopes to revive the 24 hour 
library campaign this year, making their 
proposal more targeted. Fisher said that 
"we need to redefine the campaign, focus
sing on what times of the year we feel a 24 
hour libraiy is actually required". 

However he said that keeping the LSE 
Nurseiy open and securing a 'New Union 
Building' would be the Union's top cam
paigns. 

Peter Barton, a third-year undergradu
ate who organised last year's campaign, 
said that a 24 hour libraiy should remain 
on the agenda. 

"It would be disappointing if the Union 
is no longer continuing to make the cam
paign for the 24 hour library a priority. 

"This directly affects students abil
ity to study and access to resources, and 
should be priority as students have repeat
edly shown they want and need more ac
cess to the Library." 
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Can't book this: 
New Academic Building 
off limits to societies 

! Top to bottom: The Lincolns Inn Fields entrance 
I to the New Academic Building; emp^ rooms 
I in the NAB; the UN society's AGM, which was 

booked and held in Tower One Photci.; Erik Lang 

Student societies room 
bookings blocked 

School-Union memorandum 
promises use of space 

Matthew Willis 

The Students' Union has accused the LSE 
of breaching the basic agreement it has 
with the Union, after student society room 
bookings in the New Academic Building 
were blocked. 

"We had no indication that the NAB 
was off-limits for student societies be
forehand - our room request was abruptly 
cancelled," said Gaayatry Para, who tried 
to book a room last week for a Women 
in Business Society event with Bain and 
Company. "We had received significant 
interest in this event from our members," 
she said, adding that it was heavily over
subscribed. 

The society had to move the meeting to 
a smaller room in another building. 

The Union's General Secretary, Aled 
Fisher, raised the issue of room bookings at 
a meeting of the New Academic Building's 
user group in August, when the Students' 
Union did not appear on a draft document 
listing the groups entitled to use the New 
Academic Building. 

"The impression that was conveyed 
to us was that it was a clerical sort of er
ror or omission that would be sorted out," 
he said. 

Fisher also noted that the School had 
said that societies could only hold "top 
draw" events in the New Academic Build

ing. Fisher said he was concerned by the 
vagueness of the term 'top draw.' 

The Memorandum of Understanding 
between the School and Union states that 
"the Students' Union and Students' Union 
societies shall have access to School space 
and equipment related to it on the same 
basis as other members of the school com
munity." 

It adds that "access to higher quality 
rooms should not be restricted merely to 
maintain their pristine condition." 

In a statement last week, the School 
said that students and academic depart
ments vdll be able to suggest amendments 
to the policy before it is finalised in No
vember. The School emphasised that there 
may still be scope for societies to use the 
New Academic Building. 

"Extra space has become available for 
student meetings" elsewhere on campus 
now that the Building was completed, the 
School said. "We expect rooms in the New 
Academic Building to be in high demand 
for teaching." 

Fisher said that the School's claim to 
use the New Academic Building for teach
ing is inaccurate. "If the New Academic 
Building is booked from nine to nine with 
classes, then fine, but I don't see that hap
pening. We aren't looking for privileges 
here. The Memorandum of Understanding 
is clear that students should be allowed to 
use the New Academic Building." 

Fisher said that similar problems had 
surrounded the opening of Clement House 
in 1994. Societies were initially unable to 
use the new building and room bookings 
were phased in over a two year period. 

It is understood that the Union will try 
to mobilise society support for changes to 
School policy before Ae November meet
ing. 

"If the New Academic 
Building is booked 
from nine to nine 
with classes, then 
fine, but I don't see 
that happening" 
Aled Fisher 
Union General 
Secretary 
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Socially Responsible Investment at LSE 

School investment 
strategy conies 
under moral fire 

Anafysis 
How would SRI adoption affect the School? 
Michael Deas 

The LSE invests over £40 million from 
donations, and until recently also 
invested tuition fees. The LSE uses an 
investment management firm, Barclays 
Capital Investment, who invest LSE's 
money in the arms companies Boeing, 
BAE Systems and Rolls Royce. They also 
invest the School's money in a number 
of firms associated with environmental 
and humanitarian disasters, including 
BP, Exxon Mobil and Nestle. Additionally, 
Barclays invests a large proportion of the 
School's invested money in BHP Billiton, a 
firm which LSE documents say "provides 
uranium for both nuclear power genera
tion and weapons production." 
Students' Union officers issued LSE with a 
proposal for the implementation of an SRI 
policy in November 2006. Various School 
committees have since discussed the pos
sibility of implementing an SRI policy. 
In the meantime, UGM motions have 
made it official Students' Union policy to 
call upon the School to divest from firms 
that profit from the conflict in Darfiir and 
the Israeli occupation of Palestinian ter
ritories. 
In statements issued by Council during 
last spring and summer, the LSE made it 
clear that in the fixture "engagement rather 
than divestment should be the basis of 
development of the School's SRI policy." A 

policy of engagement will not stop the LSE 
from investing in unethical companies, 
but would require the School to engage 
with the companies that it invests in to 
promote ethical behaviour. It also rules 
out the possibility of targeted divest
ment from Darfiir and the occupation of 
Palestine. 
The School has declared that it must be 
consistent in the way it treats donations 
and investments. It worries that a policy 
of divestment would mean that it would 
be unable to accept a large proportion 
of donations because of the nature of 
the donors. It is likely that a divestment 
policy would have prevented the School 
from accepting £2.5 million from the Abu 
Dhabi royal family because of concerns 
about human rights there for example. 
The School has accepted donations of 
over £1 million from BP in recent years. 
BP cut safety budgets in order to cut costs, 
leading to several environmental disasters 
and 15 deaths at an oil refinery explosion 
in Texas in 2005. The report seen by the 
Beaver describes the School's concerns as 
"alarmist". A policy of engagement would 
minimise the impac:t upon donations, it 
says. 
The report seen by the Beaver has also 
rubbished the LSE's claims that respon
sible investment generates more modest 
returns, and has said that some institu
tions have even experienced a increased 
investment performance after adopting a 
stringent SRI policy. 
It is also likely that there has been opposi

tion to a policy of divestment within the 
School's administration because individu
als involved in the decision making pro
cess are involved in the kind of firms and 
activities which the LSE would be divest
ing from. During a meeting of a sub-group 
of the Investments Committee, one of its 
members admitted to involvement in the 
management of funds for a company that 
was, at the time, in the "highest offenders" 
category in Sudan divestment company 
rankings. 
Ethical investment experts say that en
gagement requires a large critical mass in 
order to affect real change, describing it as 
a "weak" alternative to divestment based 
policies. 
In reference to the Students' Union's lack 
of SRI policy, which sees it invest in ura
nium miner BHP Billiton, Treasurer Will 
Barber said that "our current situation 
regarding investments is unacceptable 
and I hope that we can rememdy this as 
soon as possible." 
"Implementation of an SRI policy would 
require the agreement of aU members of 
the Executive of the Students' Union as 
such any decision has had to be postponed 
since the start of term and all members 
have returned from holiday," he said. 
Students' Union officers have spoken 
about going beyond adopting an SRI 
policy by pursuing "positive" investment, 
whereby tihe Students' Union's funds are 
invested in such a way as to create positive 
change - such as in renewable energy 
research. 
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"It is inexcusable for an institution 
based on leaiming and progress to 
fund a trade that fuels war and per
petuates poverty." 
Tim Street 
Campaign Against the Arms Trade 

"It is imacceptable that the LSE 
doesnothave SRI policy. This 
leads to a major conflict between 
the values of the School's Human 
Rights Centre and Conflict Stud
ies Centre, and its investments" 
Justus RoUin 
Students' Union Environment 
and Ethics Officer 

Focus SRI at other universities 

RajanPatel 

Progress on socially responsible invest
ment (SRI) has been mixed across UK uni
versities, with some universities preferring 
ad hoc divestment to an overarching SRI 
policy. 

Two of the largest Scottish universities 
have the clearest position on SRI. 

The University of St. Andrews has just 
moved most of its endowment fiind into a 
Sustainable Future Investmentprogramme 
run by Morley Fund, an investment man
ager. 

The majority of St. Andrews' £35 mil
lion endowment is now tied to invest
ments that "promote socially responsible 
behaviour and sustainability" and do not 

fimd "the manufacture of arms and man
agement of animal testing". 

After lobbying from students, the uni
versity established a staff-student com
mittee to review the SRI criteria and in
vestment decisions. The group meets on at 
least a twice-yearly basis. 

The University of Edinburgh's SRI pol
icy makes provision for "any group within 
the University, to draw attention to any in
vestment held by the university that is con
sidered 'unethical'". 

Human rights abuse, discrimination 
on grounds of race and persistent environ
mental damage are cited as examples of 
unethical behaviour. 

However, the university has recently 
been criticised by ethical investment cam
paigners for investing in Barclays, Tesco 
and other companies active in Zimbabwe. 

The difficulties with establishing a 
comprehensive SRI policy have delayed 

progress at some UK institutions. 
Oxford University agreed in principle 

to move towards SRI in May 2006. Howev
er, a committee was only set up in April this 
year to implement the agreed changes. 

Oxford is now committed to "engage 
with companies in which it might invest" 
to encourage good practice and to screen 
aU investments on ethical grounds. 

A student representative will sit on 
the Review Committee that monitors the 
University's investments and makes policy 
recommendations. 

Other universities have taken a more 
ad hoc approach. 

Following pressure from students, 
UCL and many Cambridge colleges are di
vesting from the arms trade. UCL's provost, 
Malcolm Grant, said recently that UCL is 
"taking on board student concerns" and 
will consider whether to move its invest
ments into ethical trusts. 

Edinburgh University's SRI policy 
makes provision for "any group 

_ within the University to draw 
attention to any investment 
held by the University that 
is considered 'unethical'" 

Edinbui'gh University 

The majority of St. Andrews' £35m 
endowment is now tied to 
investments that "promote 
socially responsible 
behaviour and 
sustainability" 
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Titan missUe in a silo 
Many institutional SRI 
policies are designed to 
prevent investment in 
nuclear weapons 

{ Flick user King Daffy 

Timeline LSEandSRI 

November 2006 

LSE Students' Union 
proposes SRI paper. 
School's initial response 
is positive 

Michaelmas 2007 

LSE Director of Finance and Facilities, 
Andy Farrell, tells The Beaver he is not 
prepared to comment on SRI as a policy 
would be in place by July 2008 

March 2008 

Divestment principle 
rejected; 

November 2008 

FGPC meeting. FGPC to report 
back in Michaelmas 2009 

Sudan divestment 
campaign active on 
campus 

LSE Students' Union passes 
controversial motion to divest from 
the Israeli occupation of Palestine 

February 2008 

Lent term 2007 

With no policy yet in place, Farrell says 
he will comment after the 
Finance and General Purposes 
Committee (FGPC) meeting in 
November 2008 

October 2008 

Focus 

Who are the arms 
companies inside 
LSE's investment 
portfolio? Boeing Integrated Defence Systems manu

facture a wide range of military planes, 
tanks and unmanned aerial vehicles. 
In 2003 Boeing CEO Phillip Condit and CFP 
Michael Sears resigned over corruption 
allegations. 

BAE Systems manufacture mUitaiy air
craft, tanks and nuclear submarines for the 
UK military. 

. Until 2006 the Serious Fraud Office were 
investigating allegations of corruption 
surrounding BAE Systems' arms deals with 
Saudi Arabia. 
The OECD Anti-Bribery Working Group 
recently criticised the UK government's 
decision to close the investigation. 

Rolls Royce is an 
aircraft engine maker 
that designs and 
manufacturers aircraft 
engines in partnership 
with firms includ
ing BAE Systems and 
Boeing. 
The Campaign 
Against the Arms 
Trade list Rolls Royce 
as a firm which 
should be divested 
from because of their 
instrumental role in 
the manufacture of 
military aircraft. 

• K 
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News 
Price comparisons 

Union shop beats 
competition in 
prices test 

Top: tills in the Students' 
Union shop in the Quad. 
Below; The Union shop in 
the New Academic Building 
opened last week. Erik Lang 

RajanPatel 

A Beaver survey of student shops 
across the University of London has chal
lenged conventional wisdom that LSE stu
dents get a raw deal in the Students' Union 
(SU) shop. 

Reporters from The Beaver visited the 
student shops at King's College, Impe
rial, SOAS and Queen Mary this week and 
compared the prices of a sample basket of 
food, stationery and miscellaneous goods. 

Although the LSE SU shop is the most 
expensive purveyor of Lucozade, LSE pric
es for every other item in the survey either 
equal or undercut those in other University 
of London shops. 

The LSE sells the cheapest Mars bars 
(43p) and cans of Coca Cola (52p) out of 
the shops surveyed and matches prices in 
the Sainsbury's on High Holbom. 

Imperial College - no longer part of the 
University of London - is the cheapest for 
stationery. Popular 200 page Pukka Pads 
and Staeier highlighters are 60 and 70 per 
cent cheaper respectively at Imperial. 

However, the LSE is much cheaper 
than high-street stationer's Ryman. Bic 
propeller pencils on sale at igp in the SU 
shop cost £1.79 for three in Ryman and the 
SU shop is also cheaper for files and pens. 

A spindle of 20 rewritable CDs on sale 

for £4.99 at the LSE costs £8.99 at Ryman. 
Students facing higher prices at other 

university shops have genuinely cheaper 
alternatives. At Queen Mary - located in 
Mile End, outside of Central London -
students make real savings by shopping at 
budget stores a few minutes off campus. 

Before the results were collected, Mar-
celo Cardoso and Faiz Nagutha, studying 
for an MSc in Economics said, "Hie sta
tionery in the SU shop is very expensive, 
which is not surprising in the face of the 
shop's monopoly at LSE." 

They agreed with other students that 
food prices were competitive. Aukriti Ya-
dava, a first year Management student, 
said that the price of the FT was "fantastic". 
The FT sells for gop in most other Union 
shops. 

Kate Slay, the manager of the SU shop, 
said that the shop can compete with high 
street stores through participation in a 
buying group. 

She said that the shop runs regular 
price checks against local competitors on 
standard items to keep prices down. 

Slay acknowledged problems of over
crowding in the downstairs area of the 
shop, especially in the periods between 
lectures, but argued that littie could be 
done to alleviate the problem given the 
space available. 

Ryman 
£1.49 

Students set up inflation barometer for campus 

RajanPatel 

The Students' Union Economics Society is 
constructing a student price index to track 
inflation and its impact on the cost of liv
ing for students. 

Piloted last year, the LSE Student Con
sumer Price Index (SCPI) uses data col
lected from LSE students' to model a 'bas
ket' of the average student's purchases. 

Using price data published by the UK's 
Office of National Statistics, the survey 
team will record the monthly changes of 
the cost of goods in an LSE student's bas
ket. 

Union officials support the initiative 
and say that the results may inform Union 
policy proposals to the School. 

The Union's General Secretary, Aled 
Fisher, said that the data could be used to 
evaluate whether financial support for stu
dents, such as the LSE's Hardship Fund, is 
adequate. 

Former Economics Society President 
Tharshan Thavagnanam encouraged stu
dents from all academic departments to 
get involved to make the findings repre
sentative of the student body. 

Thavagnanam said that all expenditure 
had to be included. "We're talking money 
spent on anything, from trips to the the
atre, fine dining, potentially less fine din
ing and even Friday night in Fresh." 

The Beaver will publish monthly SCPI 
figures in the Social section from next 
week. 
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ARE WE ON? 

BOLLOCKS. 
(pHICH BUTTON IS jPLAY?) 

LIVE SHOWS START NOW 
WEEKDAYS 11AM TO 9PM 
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New Academic 
Building Shop 
Open now 

Ik 

Sandwiches, Snacks & Confectionery, 
Drinks, Newspapers, Stationery, 
Stamps & much more. 

Corner of Kingsway and Sardinia St. 
Monday - Friday 8.45AM - 6.30PM 

LSE STUDENTS' 
I iKir^^i 
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Teaching standards should 
not be our onty focus 
There are more issues to tal<e into account if we want the LSE learning experience improved 

Jonathan 
Damsgaard 

Now, I may simply have 
been lucky in my teacher 
allocation last year, but I 
honestly cannot relate to the 
outrage that some students 

are voicing at the teaching standards 
here at LSE. However, the facts speak for 
themselves: LSE is ranked 107th out of 149 
UK universities in student satisfaction, so 
students are obviously dissatisfied about 
something. Yet is this only due to a lack of 
teaching standards? 

In principle, I do not oppose reviving 
teaching; still, I contend that there are 
certain improvements that are equally as 
relevant, or even more pressing. 

Firstly, LSE's exam system is archaic. 
Most of our courses are 100 per cent exam 
based. According to my research, allow
ing for the exception of dissertations, the 
Government Department, for example, 
only has two undergraduate courses that 
incorporate coursework. It is even worse 
for the Economics Department, where no 
courses at all use coursework to assess 
students. This is the same for Interna
tional Relations, Accounting, Economic 
History, and Mathematics. Only the 
Geography Department seems to embrace 
the idea where 80 per cent of courses use 
it. Surely it isn't too much to ask that a 
course such as EC102, which around 75 
per cent of first years take, could incorpo
rate a bit of coursework or class participa
tion into the curricxilum? The emphasis 
on quantitative results rather than student 
development is just as large a source of 
resentment as incompetent teachers. 

Exams are an outdated method of 
assessment. If the School really wants to 
be known as a centre of excellence then 
the exam system needs a revamp. Move
ment towards assessment based more 
on coursework and student participation 
should be the way forward. 

Secondly, one point of concern that 
some students have raised is the limited 
choice of courses on offer for undergradu
ates, in contrast to postgraduates. Most 
shocking is the Government Department, 

'X̂ ni men 

Flickr user 
XinLiSS 

which has a 7:1 ratio of postgraduate 
courses to undergraduate. The possibility 
of introducing 'Social Science 101', while 
admirable, is simply not enough. A move 
towards a more 'Americanised' system of 
term-based papers would not only allow 
quantitative students to develop a more 
'well-rounded' set of skills, but reduce the 
emphasis on final examinations in May 
and June. It would also aUow students to 
specialise further in the third year. If we 
had term-based papers students would 
surely branch out of their departments 
more. 

Thirdly, why exactly is it that we do 
not do retakes? Even Orford and Cam
bridge, our constant source of compari
son, allow their students to re-sit exams 
in September. The current arrangement at 
LSE is borderline punitive. Not only does 
the School extract an additional fee for 
repeating the course, but I recall a World 
Bank report that estimated that one year 

Jack could still smell fresh meat in the amphithe
atre. This Meeting he most looked forward to, as 
the chance of seeing a red face or two was higher 
than he could remember. Time would prove his 
anticipation correct. 

Expecting the amphitheatre to be jam-
packed with crusty faces and unbruised egos. 
Jack was aghast to trip over a tumbleweed upon 
entiy. Nope, not a tumbleweed, just Smelldon. 
He was promised by the unholy trinity and 
Smelldon it would 'Tie different this year." "No 
really," they pleaded. "People will come this year." 

With the lonely wind still whistling in his 
ears and bristle of tumbleweed wacking him in 
the face. Jack awaited DJ Smelldon's report. EGO 
1 - SU Website nil. 

In a shocking revelation/admission of 
personal failure, Smelldon conceded that it was 
"still crap". We've played this game before with 
that Dewj -bag communicator from two years 
ago... 

of fiirther education raises lifetime income 
by 20%. Talk about opportunity costs. 
Its not even like students are weeded out 
after failing; in fact, they are actively en
couraged to stay on and take advantage of 
the extensive support systems in place for 
struggling students. So why this peculiar 
retake arrangement? Is it unreasonable to 
request retakes in September? 

Even if one does manage to pass 
the exams (some, like EC102, 
are constantly rumoured to 
have failing rates of 40 per cent 
- although this doesn't actually 

seem to be the case) there is no system 
in place for exam feedback, or room for 
critical review. Even for those few courses 
that do offer coursework, students are not 
supplied with an assessment breakdown, 
and there is no feedback based on exam 
papers whatsoever. This is especially 
relevant in the qualitative subjects such 

Culture dash, class war and dodgey bearded 
dictators, not to mention slimey oil-stenched 
money which Smelldon desperately needs for 
The Beaver website... Surely, Jack thought, that 
should up the turnout. 

As reports continued on for far too long, 
Jack was feeling frustrated. The Chair ofthe 
C&7 Dwarves Committee was starting to sound 
like an over-enthusiastic toddler jumping the 
proverbial gun with that Societies Constitution. 
But when the noise died down, a Cookie Monster 
piped up, "Nadeem, you are a lying, incompetent 
down!" An awkward silence as we desperately 
held our breath for the magic two words, "No 
Confidence". Down came a sony excuse for a 
balcony boy to make his case for sacking the 
Seven Dwarves. But in retort, some awkward 
Welshman told us how the Seven Dwarves were 
thelesserofapoolof4o first time election 
candidates' evils. 

Jack learned about some Shakey mofo who 

How are we supposed 
to improve our game 
if we are not informed 
of our weaknesses? 

as Government, History or International 
Relations where several essays need to be 
produced in the exam. How are we sup
posed to improve our game if we are not 
informed of our weaknesses? The move 
towards "academic advisers", outlined in 
the forty recommendations of the School's 
Academic Board, is certainly a step in the 
right direction. But I wouldn't say students 
necessarily need more face time (a pro
hibitively expensive reform) but simply 
more extensive feedback on progress and 
submitted work. 

If we are looking for long term solu
tion, perhaps we should go for a more 
cost-effective approach than spending 80 
per cent of the funds allocated by the Task 
Force in reducing class sizes - and even 
then only for masters students. I'm not 
sa3dng teaching shouldn't be improved -
go for it. I'm just sajdng we shouldn't stop 
there. 

has been dead for a while who was very mean 
to a lot of people who no one seems to like. Well 
that's not all true, we like his money. Well that's 
not strictly true either, we like that he put a lot of 
women in schools. 

Then Tarzan Marwa revealed a something 
shocking. Almost Beaver front page news - Stop 
Press: THIS JUST IN - HONG KONG THEATRE 
NAMED AFTER A GULAG... 

If it wasn't for people actually liking the 
Shakey mofo, who by the way, also has a theatre 
named after him, Jack was hoping to hear a slow 
applause for Tarzan astounding revelation. 

However, Tarzan did impress us with an 
excerpt from his soon to be published memoirs: 
Escape from Alcatraz (Oriental Version). Chill
ing stuff... 

What fascinated Jack the most was how 
Baker-Maker bitterly dung to the limelight, 
asking one of the unholy trinity if he was going 
to dean up the mess from yesteryear... Well, now 

thatyou mention it Baker-Maker... And what a 
mess indeed... 

Emani Akwan Kenobi is silent but deadly. 
Having charmed with stress-testing condoms, 
Emani got straight on to trashing Shakey in the 
amphitheatre. Alas, Shakey's Praetorian Guard 
of wealthy, expatriate, LSE-educated groupies, 
silenced Emani writh the efficiency of well-oiled 
machinety. Shakey democracy prevailed after all. 

So Shakey keeps his Coliseum in the NAB. 
The unholy trinity + Smelldon ran off to their 
East Wing Bunker to find a rich guy who they're 
comfortable with naming something after, 
preferably some non-Shakey mofo who keeps his 
Fabian roots with a bit of champagne. Jack can 
reveal that Team Trinity + Smelldon is vetting 
Simon Cowell as the closest fit. 
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Book them and they will come 

For a change last week, the Beaver 
held its regular editorial board meet
ing in the New Academic Building. 
As many in the School and student 
body will know, the Beaver's of

fice is lodged in one of the dingiest comers of 
East Building. So are the offices of Pulse radio, 
the Students' Union managers, and two Union 
sabbatical officers, which are all based on the 
same corridor. That's where Beaver editors usu
ally meet; but it's not a very nice place to hold 
meetings. So why not, we thought, make use of 
the acres of space the New Academic Building 
has recently created on campus? Why not let ten 
thousand square metres of Kingsway real estate 
shine a little light in our stunted journalistic 
lives? 

Because, in common with all the student so
cieties in the Union, we are not allowed to book 
rooms in the New Academic Building. That 

didn't stop us. We just found an empty room. 
No one kicked us out. And we were certainly not 
interfering with the "high demand" for teach
ing space that the School says justifies locking 
out societies. Most other rooms on two floors 
of classrooms were empty, on a weekday late 
afternoon. 

It is particularly shameful that the School is 
now using this teaching argument to wheedle 
its way out of having violated the Memorandum 
of Understanding it has with the Union on this 
issue, when in the summer it told the Union's 
General Secretary that this was all due to a cleri
cal error. 

The Memorandum of Understanding is the 
defining constitutive document that sets out the 
legal relationship between LSE and the LSE Stu
dents' Union. It states quite clearly that Union 
organisations are allowed the same access to 
School space as anyone else on campus. It is our 

right, not a privilege. Above all, that provision 
has the same legal status as anything else cov
ered in the agreement. And it covers ever3^ing. 
So if the School is now going to decide that it 
shoxild be allowed to pick and mix which bits of 
the Memorandum are applicable to it, then we 
may as well tear that document up and let chaos 
ensue. Why should the Students' Union, shut 
up in its East Building warren, uphold its end of 
the bargain? Why should LSE students continue 
to place any trust in the School to think of their 
welfare? 

If nothing else, the authorities should ask 
themselves why on earth they would want to 
keep a landmark building on campus aloof from 
societies, the best expression of the student 
body. That is no way to build a community. 
School officials told the Beaver as the build
ing opened that they hoped the "social spaces" 
provided would not get too crowded between 

lectures. Looking out over the graveyard quiet 
of the Atrium last week, it appeared congestion 
is going to be the least of the School's worries 
if it carries on denying the Building to student 
societies. It is a shame that an administrative 
blunder might already be turning this amaz
ing architectural vision into an empty waste of 
space. 

The School must expedite opening the 
New Academic Building's rooms to students 
and their societies, for its own good. Students 
should not have to wait two years for bookings 
to be phased in, as happened with Clements 
House. And until the School reforms on this 
issue, the Beaver has one piece of advice for stu
dents involved in Union societies. Go to the New 
Academic Building. Find a room that is empty. 
Don't bother booking. Use it. And pay no heed 
to a daft ruling that the School cannot enforce 
and should never have imposed on us. 

The School and SRI The Zayed factor 

If LSE had agreed in principle to adopt a 
stringent policy on Socially Responsible 
Investment and was busy working out the 

details, then The Beaver could understand the 
delay. SRI policies are difficult to implement. 
Oxford University spent two years making sure 
they got it right. But after two years of endless 
meetings and countless reports, our School's 
administration cannot even yet decide whether 
to get a policy at all. 

Further still, for all its dithering, the School 
has been unable to give a simple explanation for 
why it won't make the change. 

Well, let the Beaver give some reasons of its 
own. First of all, the School invests money to 
secure its finances far into the future. SRI chan
nels fiinds towards ventures that are environ
mentally and socially stable in the long term. In 
other words, adopting SRI would reinforce the 

investment strategy the School is supposed to 
be canying out an3fway. 

Secondly, then, in no way would switching 
policy represent a financial death-knell for LSE's 
money. The examples of other higher educa
tion institutions, Oxford included, have already 
shown this not to be the case. 

But above all, as an academic institution 
LSE is supposed to be at the frontier of social 
progress. That's why it will not be good enough 
just to implement the basic United Nations-
derived Principles of Responsible Investment 
as the School's policy. We must go further. The 
fact that even UNPRI is considered by some a 
step too far shows how much perceptions must 
change. SRI will benefit the School immensely, 
not just to salve its conscience but in terms 
of pure financial self-interest in an uncertain 
world. 

Sheikh Zayed has left the building. Well, 
we wish. The New Academic Building's 
largest lecture theatre will still bear the 

name of a man many on campus have said was 
a tyrant, and still others a great nation-builder. 
For the Beaver's part, we still think that naming 
a lecture theatre after a noted oppressor of free 
speech was an irony too far for the School. But 
last Thursday's defeat of a Union General Meet
ing motion against the naming will from now 
on effectively defuse Sheikh Zayed as an issue in 
the Union's politics and media. 

Union leaders say they vnll respect the vote 
and move on from the Sheikh Zayed affair. They 
have already established promising campaigns 
on saving the Nursery and promoting teaching 
reform throughout the School, after all. But we 
don't think this defeat should discourage them 
from taking up political campaigns in the future. 

That's what students' unions are for. There is 
a lot of sentiment on this campus that Union 
politics should solely be about welfare issues. 
That ignores the point that many of the politi
cal disputes that seem to be way above most 
student politicians' league in fact reflect changes 
that are going on in society in general, and how 
the academic institutions where unions are 
based contribute to that society. They need to be 
debated for that reason. ' 

So it is important that Union officials leam 
lessons from the defeat of the motion. Not 
least, this campaign should have been better 
organised. Lost as it sometimes was in a fiig of 
dubious allegations of antisemitism, it should 
have settled on a direct message to convince 
LSE students. The motion having fallen, it is 
right for Union politicians to move on from 
Sheikh Zayed - but not from politics. 
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w£SP£Mr0P̂ y/PF/cjia£y, r//£ 
ŝ y/oi/jp r//£ &jp£jir £/?/r/s// 

COM/C y4S<y//r WS A/£fV y£A/n//?£ 
m££v=c, PMUP PI/LLM4/V, my 

2V/SS£7T£P mW£P/£Aa?S... 
r/z/A//:- OP £P/r/s// coM/cs ziA/p m/ 

m/vr OP r//£ s£̂ A/o, rp£ P/̂ A/Py, ^A/p 
rPOS£ /INA/̂ MS yô p SP̂ A/ MM4yS 

ifS£P ro rppow/̂ R yô POP CWP/ST/MS, 
MONS mrp /f Af̂ CP LFFVFV4A/r£P PMP OP 

soairs. yoi/ COMI? S£ POPSZ/PA/ POP 
coÂ Af£Azr/AZ(9 rP4r yoz/ rpozy&pr rP4r 

RP£ 0P£̂ RPP/R/SP COMC MS Y^CN/MIY 
P£/iP. JÎ PLL /yyPP/PÂ P, rP/A/Jl̂  .40MÂ , rp£ 

PR: /S P£P£ ro S/Y£ RPP COM/C  ̂ M^CP 
A/££P£P P£y/y4l. 

P>iy/P, LP&PA/P/A/rP£fVOPLPOPCP/L-
PPPÂ 'S Pl/SL/SP/A/(P, P̂ S P££A/ P£P/ilP£P 

py SOMP AS RP£ S/IY/O//P OP RP£ SP£/IR 
sp/r/spcoMC. irsA/or/I r/rip PP'S MLL-

/A/& ro yiCCPPr. "I POA/T P££l l//C£ A Syiy-
/oi/p, w£ P4y£ oypp vo coA/rp/p//rops, 

rP£ PPC /S Wy4 SPÂ SP yf ClP/iP/A/tP PÔ SP 
POP rp£/p rM£A/r'. rpp PPC/s P/̂ &p 

P̂ IL COIOI/P, fVPPPiy COM/C, P/LL£PmrPy4 
PLPRPOPA OP srp/ps ANP srop/ps ro £A/~ 

&A&P /rs PPAPPPS, P£Ari/pw& r-4LPS ppoM 
rP£ l/j/iPS OP PP/L/P PlfUM4A/. PP/lÂ P P/aî -

i/A/0 so p/icpy4 LOA/(9 my - "iPAEfv rp̂ r 
PP/l/P P/iP PPPA/P££A/OAf COAf/CS PPOÂ  rP£ 

P£&/AmA/S", yiA/P mrp porp SPAP/A/&/! P/IS-
s/oA/pop rppi/ẑ ps OP r/A/r//vŷ A/p rppp̂ &LP, 

rP£P>4/P/N0 SPPMPP/PPM. 
P£ P£SCP/PPS P/S y/S/OA/ POP 

rp£ coM/c AS i//v/oi/£iy pp/r/sp. 
A CMM/AMr/ON OP P/PPPP£A/r/A/-

Sr4lMPA/rS AA/P CI/PPPAA/0PPS 
wp/cp LP/iP ro rpp PPAPPP pp-

coMÂ (p £A/or/OA/Miy /A/yoiypp 
mrp rpp cp/iPAcrpps OA/ rpp 

PA<PPS. popp̂ y/p, coAfP/ip/A/0 rpp 
PPC ro rpp L/pps OP rpp PPAA/O 

WOPLP PP MW ro COMPAP/NS 2V 
ro PP/PA/PS, OP lOAf0 PPM\//N<P 

PP4/WAS ro OA/P-L//VP CAPS. 
rpp COMC /s OA/iy ztyA/iAPiP 

ro OPPPP ONL/A/P. P4/VS CAA/ SPP 
rpp PPC/A/cypppspACP pppopp pp/A/s AP/.P 

ro cpr rpp/p PAA/PS OA  ̂ rpp PPM rp/A/s. rpppp 
WAS A COA/CPPA/ rPArpy PPL y/A/s SOLPL y OA  ̂ON-

L/A/PSAIPS rppy/U4ypp ry/A/c OA^P PAA/P PPP/A/P 
rpp/p PACPS. rpp ppswpss rpopcp, PAS PPPN 

PPAPPPIPP, mrp SALPS/A/CPPAS/A/C PPP ro WOPP 
oPMOPrp. "irs A//poA/psr cpomp" coÂ MPA/rs 

PAy/p. "rppPPPPPACPPASPPPA/loypiy, rpppp's 
pppA/spcp pxc/rpAfPA/r ppoÂ  rpp cp/ipppN". irs 

Â or jpsr rposp OP pp/A/Apy SCPOOL ASP WPO 
PAyp fvPLCOAfPP rpp coÂ /c mrp OPPA/ APA^S. 

"wp'yppppA/ CAPPPPL A/or ro Oypp-Asp/r... WP 
m^A/r/r ro PPAPPPAUA/S ro A mpp ASP PAA/CP, 

L/PP P/XAP P/LAFS." PP APPS, "L/PP rpp LA/CPPP/-
PLPS, /r CAA/PP POP pyppypopy". 
soc/pry PAS CPAA/SPP A SPPAP PPAL S/A/CP 

coAf/cs PAP rpp/p ppypAy.iÂ  rpp s/xr/pscp£p- _ , 
POOP WAS PAPr/cpupiy spA/ppppp, mrp coAf/cs w M'/ 

POP S/PLS SPIASPPP coypp ro CO/PP mrp P/A/PS, 
PAsrpis AA/P POA//PS. roPAy, SPA/PPP rAPSPr-

/A/S/S A/or OA/ rpp ASPA/PA. "porpPP/L/P PPIL-
AMA/'s AA/P rpp PAPpy porrpp POOPS APP AP-

ppAi/A/s Acposs rpp spA/ppps' PAy/p SAys rpp 
PPC /s s/A///APiy rpy//vs ro PIPASP porppoys 

AA/P S/PLS. 
rpp PPC ppArppps AA/ pcLPcr/c PAA/SP OP 

srp/PS wp/cp yApyppoA/ rpp PP/A/CP OP PASP-
PAP, AA/P, A ŷPPPSOA/AL PAYOPP/rP, ypPA/AA/P 
Lprrpcp, fvp/cp POLLoms rpp ApypA/rppps 
OP spppp. PAY/P Arrp/pprps rpp SPCCPSS 
RO POLLOM/A/S 'TPP SPPAP CAPP/A/AL PPLP 
sropy-rpLL/A/s - mrp sppAr sropy py-
rP/A/S PLSP POLLOFVS." LA/ rP/S CASP 
p/spr. 
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STATELY, PLUMP 
BUCK MULLIGAN 
CAME POyVN FROM 
THE STAIRHEAP 
BEARING A BOî L 
OF LATHER ON 
miCH A MIR
ROR ANP RAZOR 
LAY CROSSED... 
HE HELP THE 
BOm ALOFT 
ANP INTONEP 
- INTROIBO 
APALTERE 
PEI. 

LATER, A FUNERAL BURSTING mTH 
SYMBOLISM... 

MEANmiLE... MR LEOPOLP BLOOM A TE mTH REL -
ISH THE INNER ORGANS OF BEASTS ANP FOWLS. 
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THEN, OUTSIPE A TAVERN SOME ANTI-SEMITISM. LEOPOLP BLOOM, FOR IT IS HE, NIPS TO THE BEACH FOR 
A QUICKPERV... 
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THEN ON TO THE LOCAL 
BROTHEL 

MEANmiLE mTHOUTPUNCTATIONBLOOMS mFE YES 
MOLL Y BLOOM HAS AN AFFAIR YES ANP THE NOVEL 
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PAUL ANPMAM P/SCUSS RLM APAPTAT/ONS OF COMC 
BOOKS ANP SRAPH/C NOySLS, BY TRENTMAYNARP 

PAUL, HÂ S YOU 
S£EN THE TPA/LEP 
POP THE mTCHMEN 
Moy/Er 

FUCfC, MA/A//rŜ  
SOPEPPESS/N6 

PEALLYF 
/TH/NfC/T 
LOOKS BEAU-
T/FUU 

T̂HAT'S mAT'S 6PEAT 
ABOUT P/LM; YOU CAN 
SYNTHESIZE A PAUNT/N0 
BOPY OP l̂ /OPK /NTO A CON-i 
C/SE MESSAGE//T MAKES 
/TACCESS/BLE TO A l̂ //PEP, 
AUP/ENCE/ 

^ '' ' 

••*1 

SO YOUP ARGUMENT/Ŝ  
ESSENT/ALLY THAT P/LM 
APAPTAT/ONS OP COM/C 
BOOKS ANP 6PAPH/C 
NOVELS ARE 6OOP BE
CAUSE THEYMAX/M/SE 
EPP/C/ENCYr . 

EXACTLY/ 

P̂AMM/T/ SOMET/MES / 
REALL Y yV/SH / mSN'T A 
NEO-CLASS/CAL ECON-
^M/ST/ . 
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PICTURES  ̂
JEFFREY 
LEI /̂IS iVORPS: 

RH/ANNO. 
PARKINSO. 

JEFFREY LEy\/IS NEVER mNTEP 
TO BE A MUSICIAN. HE GRE!  ̂UP 
PRAISING COMICS, BUT AFTER 
A SERIES OF HOME RECORP-
INGS, FOUR ALBUMS RELEASEP 
ON ROUGH TRAPE, COUNTLESS 
INTERNATIONAL TOURS ANP AN 
EVER-GROmNG FAN BASE, IT 
I^OULD SEEM THAT SOMETHING 
tVENT WRONG. 
JEFFREY'S COMIC BOOK "FUFF", 
NOIV ON ITS SEVENTH ISSUE, IS A 
MIXTURE OF BIOGRAPHY ("JEFF'S 
EUROPEAN TRAVEL PIARY"), 
UBER-I^EIRP FICTION CJEFF'S 
SPACE-TIME CONTINUUM TRAVEL 
PIARY") ANP miMSICAL INFOR
MATIVE SEGMENTS ("THE BIZARRE 
TRUE STORY OF THE GUGGENHEIM 
MUSEUM"), FEATURING ALL THE 
k\/IT, ORIGINAUTY, ANP PERSONAL 
NARRATIVE OF HIS SONGS. 

THE "EUROPEAN TRAVEL PIARY" IS A PARTICULAR HIGHLIGHT. TELUNG THE 
STORY OF THE 5 MONTHS HE SPENT HITCHHIKING AROUNP EUROPE AT 
THE TURN OF THE MILLENNIUM (JUST IN CASE IT ALL CAME TO AN ENP 
ANP HE HAP YET TO TRAVEL THERE), JEFFREY POCUMENTS EVERY FLOOR 
HE SLEPT ON, EVERY CREEPY STRANGER HE MET ANP EVERY POG THA T 
ATTACKEP HIM. MUNPANE AS IT MAY SOUNP, THE HONEST, TELL-ALL 
APPROACH (THE SERIES SEES SUCH INTIMACY AS A FAILEP ONE-NIGHT 
STANP) MAKES FOR CAPTIVAT- _ 
ING REAPING. I 

I: 

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO PESCRIBE 
THE PVIT ANP ENTHUSIASM PEUVEREP 
IN BOTH JEFFREY'S COMIC BOOKS 
ANP "MOVIES", BUT I HOPE I'VE PON  ̂
ENOUGH TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE 
GREA TNESS THA T HAS EMERGEP FROM 
THE MEETING OF THESE MEPIA, ANP 
THE UNIQUE BRAIN OF JEFFREY LEWIS 

X TKINK IT'S MtifeSIW 
VS 6ACK TO 

OUR OWN 
Tine.' 

OWN TIME evet̂  cTf ST ^ 

HAVE we SOFFtCieNTlYMiyCO 
IN &NOU0H \C>£A$ Afi{> 

MAftKrTei> tMOUGH 
PRODUCT 6/\CK IN TO KeepTHc seizes 

Cf^TlVetV A^ip FTM-
ANCJAUV yiABu: 

THe FUTVR£; 

HEY 

SHUT UP 
PONCMlN'.' 

COMICS AREN'T THE ONL Y ARE 
NA IN miCH JEFFREY EXER
CISES HIS ILLUSTRATION SKILLS. 
THE REAL MERGING OF THE 
WORLPS OF COMICS ANP MU
SIC COMES A T HIS LIVE SHOWS 
WHEN, WITH A GIANT HANP-
PRAWN COMIC, HE BALANCES 
PRECARIOUSL Y ON CHAIRS, 
CRATES, OR WHATEVER ELSE HE 
CAN FINP, ANP PEUVERS SER
MONS OF THE STRANGEST KINP. 
WITH RECENT "VERY LOW BUP-
GET MOVIES" INCLUPING 'THE 
COMPLETE HISTORY OF COMMU-\ 
NISM' 'THE CREEPING BRAIN' 



I TURNEP OUT OF 
THE PRIZZUNS STOKE. 
NEyVIN6TON • NIGH! 
ANP FUCKED MY CIG
ARETTE INTO A PLAN! 
POT, SHIVERING /A 
THE NEh/ mRMTH. 

IN THE DINGY BASEMEN! 
THRONGS OF SKINNV 
JEANS JOSTLED TO BWt 
OVERPRICED BEER TAST
ING OF CARPET. / RUBBEC  ̂
MY FACE AND FELT TH 
COLDNESS OF MY EYE
BALLS miLE UGHTS 
ERUPTED BEHIND MY EYE-
UDS, miTING 

TyVO BANDS CAME ANC 
yVENT, REGURGITATING THE 
SORT OF INDIE POP FARTS 
miCH DRIBBLE INTO YOUk 
EARS IN SHOPPING CEN 
TRES. AN EXPECTANT HUSh 

1 
...BEFORE ERUPTING INTO A DESTRUC
TIVE miRLî IND OF NOISE. DEURIOUS 
HUMMINGBIRDS PIROUETTED DESPER
ATELY INSIDE THEIR GUITARS, DIZZYING 
DRUMS CIRCLED AND STAGGERED. THEIk 
MONSTROUS VIRTUOSITY mS ONLY HU
MANISED BY THE SOFT HYPNOTIC LYR 
ICS BURROl̂ ING INTO MY BRAIN 

FELL, UNTIL FOUR MEN 
EMERGED BLINKING 
TO VAPID CHEERS ANC 
IRONIC mOOPS. THE\ 
LOOKED AT EACH OTHEk 
IN SILENCE, POISED... 

I PANICKED AT THE JOY FLOODING MY VEINS, 
THOSE VELVET CORRIDORS DULLED BY TEPIC. 
EXISTENCE, AND FLAILED VIOLENTLY TO THE 
ALTAR mERE THE INSANE PRIESTS PVERE 
FOAMING AT THE MOUTH AND DANCING TC 
SEVEN RHYTHMS AT ONCE. 

MY FEET BUSTERED AND MY EARS BLED AS / SNAM FURTHER INTC 
THE PERFECT OCEAN OF mRM SOUND. / mS mSHED UP THREE 
DAYS LATER ON A KERB IN NORTH LONDON, y\/ITH A PART OF THAI 
BAND mo HAVE RESTORED MY FAITH IN GUITAR MUSIC STILL UVIN6 

% 
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ARTWORK: CHUN HAN WONS 
WORDS: CHLOE EVANS 

ARE WE READY FOR AN ASIAN INVASION IN THE COMIC WORLD? 
WILL MANGA DOMINATE THE COMIC BOOK WORLD? SOME SAY IT ALREADY HAS... 

WE ARE ALL PRETTY FAMIUAR WITH THE AMERICAN MARVEL AND DC 
COMICS. THEY HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE MATERIAL FOR THE SUMMER 

(FL N BLOCKBUSTERS FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS. THERE HAVE BEEN SUPER-
MAN, IRON MAN, THE HULK, X-MEN, FANTASTIC FOUR AND NOT FORSET-

TINS THE SUPER POPULAR (NO PUN INTENDED) SPIDER-MAN AND BATMAN 
FRANCHISES. HOWEVER, ONCE YOU'VE READ THE COMICS OR WATCHED A 

FILMS, THEY START TO BECOME A CLICHE. 

- - 1  " W I T H  S R E A T  P O W E R  C O M E S  S R E A T  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y . . . "  
"VOICE OVER FADES* 

J |Y R HOWEVER, IN THE UST TEN YEARS THERE HAS BEEN A 
F'IK' K/ /I '1' \\ SURGE IN POPUURITY WITH JAPANESE MANGA 
•1 M 'L 1. .1 KOREAN MANHWA IN THE GLOBAL MARKET. 

so WHAT EXACTLY IS MANGA? 
MANGA IS THE JAPANESE TERM FOR COMICS OR "WHIMSICAL PICTURES". 

THEY ARE VERY STYLISED IN DESIGN AND THE 
CHARACTERS ARE PARTICULARLY NOTED FOR 

THEIR URGE EYES. THEIR PLOTS ARE NOT JUST 
LIMITED TO THE SUPER-HERO GENRE; THERE ARE 

SHOJO (TEENAGE GIRL) AND JOSEI (WOMEN) 
MANGA WHERE ROMANCE AND DRAMA IS CENTRAL 

TO THE PLOT. MANGA FOR MALES, SHONEN AND 
SEINEN, INVOLVE MAINLY ACTION-PACKED 

STORYLINES WITH ELEMENTS OF COMEDY. 

^7 < 



THESE ARE BUT A FEW OF THE GENRE OF 
MANGA THAT ONE CAN CHOOSE FROM^ 

AND IT IS THIS DIVERSITY OF STORYLINES 
HAS MADE IT POPULAR ^VITH FANS. 

THOUGH MANGA HAS ITS ROOTS IN THE 
MEIJI PERIOD IN JAPAN, ITS CURRENT 

FORM HAS BEEN POPUUR IN JAPAN 
SINCE IQW5 WHEN OSAMU TEZUKA, 

KNOWN AS THE "FATHER OF MANGA". 
CREATED THE SCI-FI CULT CLASSIC 

"ASTRO BOY". HOWEVER, THE EMERGENT DOMINATION OF MANGA IN THE PUB
LISHING WORLD IS A RECENT PHENOMENON. IT WAS ONLY IN THE MID-

NINETIES THAT MANGA AND ANIME (THE ANIMATED EQUIVALENT) 
BECAME SUCCESSFUL OVERSEAS. THIS WAS LARGELY DUE TO THE 

TRANSLATIONS OF MASAMUNE SHIROW'S "GHOST IN THE 
SHELL" AND THE "SAILOR MOON" AND "DRAGON BALL Z" 

FRANCHISES. BY THE END OF THE DECADE, "SAILOR 
MOON" HAD BEEN EXPORTED TO OVER 23 

COUNTRIES. 

THE MAJOR TURNING POINT WAS THE 
FOUNDING OF ONE OF THE BIGGEST 

PUBUSHING FIRMS, TOKYOPOP, 

V iijgWiSWjWg 

IN 1996 IN JAPAN AND IN 1997 IN LOS ANGELES WHICH BROUGHT MANGA TO AN AMERICAN AUDIENCE. TOKYOPOP RELEASED 
THE MOST POPULAR TITLES IN JAPAN INTO THE UNITED STATES. THESE INCLUDED THE SHOJO MANGA "FRUITS BASKET"; 

WHICH THEN SOLD OVER TWO MILLION COPIES ABROAD - AN AFFIRMATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPEAL OF MANGA. 

WHAT OF MANGA'S INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE? IN THE UNITED STATES IN 2006, THE WORTH OF THE MANGA MARKET 
EXCEEDED US$200 MILLION. INDEED, THE AMERICAN RELEASE OF HAYAO MIYAZAKI'S "SPIRITED AWAY" 

WAS A COMMERCIAL AND CRITICAL SUCCESS, RECEIVING AN ACADEMY AWARD IN 2002. THE AMERICAN FILM 

INDUSTRY HAS ALSO HOPPED ONTO THE 
ANIME BANDWAGON BY ADAPTING ANIME 

INTO FEATURE-LENGTH FILMS. "DRAGON BALL 
Z" AND "AKIRA" HAVE BOTH BEEN SCHEDULED 

FOR 2009 RELEASES. 

IS MANGA JUST ANOTHER FAD IN THE ARTS 
SCENE? BY THE LOOKS OF THINGS, WE CAN 

SAFELY SAY THAT IT IS HERE TO STAY. WATCH 
THIS SPACE. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT MANGA? 
SU.SOC.ANIMEMAN6A0LSE.AC.UK 
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TME STORY so FAR: AFTER P/NP/N0 OUT FONPO KNOh/S NOm/NS ABOU7 
COM/C BOOKS, MARR/CfC PEC/PES /T /S T/ME FOR H/M TO BE TAKEN OA 
4 TOUR OF THE COM/C P/STR/CT OF LONPON TO ENUSHTEN H/S UTTia 
FR/ENP. ARMEP fV/TH Jl/ST THE POI^ERS OF AN OPEN MNP ANP SUPER-
mESOME PRAWNS SK/LLS THEY SET OFF FOR AN AP^ENTURE... 

IN THE F/RST SHOf̂  
THEY CO /NTO, THEY 
ENCOUNTER AN Em 
GUY /N 'COSH/' mC 
TEUS THEM TO FUCk FONPO ANP 

M A R R / C K  
MEET AT THE 
BR/T/SH MU
SEUM BUT 
AFTER F/NP-
/NC THE SATE 
THEY REAUSE 
THEY ARE ON 
THE H/RONC 
S/PE OF THE 
BARS... 

FORB/PPEN PLANET. 
THE TESCO OF COM/C 
STORES, P/SCOUNJ 
PR/CES ANP THE COOL 
EST STORMTROOPERi 
OUTF/T E^ER /N 
mNPOW. THE NAME /S 
AS SCARY AS /TS S/ZE... 

P/SASTER STR//<ES AS FONPC 
LOSES MARR/CK ANP /S LEF7 
TO FENP FOR H/MSELF /A 

PL4NET/ HOURS 
HE F/NPS H/M TALj:/N6 

TO A FELLOyV STAR fVARS FAS 
kVE/RP ANP WONPER-

\FUL COM/C BOOK TH/NGS... 

THE TOUR /SPEL^YE/:' 
S MARR/CfC BROtVS-
S THROUGH TH£ 
/NE Y/NTAGE COM/CS 
T COM/CANA, m/L£ 
ONPO F/NPS OU7 

THAT ART /N COM-
CS /S ACTUALL Y NO! 
VERY ARTSY AT ALL... 

"5^.. 

TO REJUVENATE THE/R PO -̂\ 
ERS, THEY STOP OFF AT 
PUB FOR A P/NT OR THREE. 
MARR/CK GETS BOREP OF EX-
PLA/N/NG TO FONPO 
TLET/ES OF COM/C BOOK HU-\ 
MOUR, ANP BEG/NS TO STARt 
PENS/VEL Y THROUGH H/S ALE. 

•ONPO /S/NTR/GUEP WHEN THEY 
7NP THE 'MANGA' STORE, A 
SPEC/AUST /N JAPANESE STYLt 
OF COM/C BOOKS. PRAGG/N6 
/\̂ ARR/CK AWAY FROM REAP/N6 
PRAGON BALL Z THEY ARGUt 
ABOUT /TS REAUST/C PLAUS/-
B/UTY COMPAREP TO THE MUCf̂  
BETTER ANP BEUEYEABLE POKE-
MONSER/ES. 

IN ORCS NEST, MARR/Cfi 
HAS ANOTHER ONE Ot 
H/S LONG ANP BOR/N6 
CONYERSAT/ONS ABOU7 
HOW COM/C CHARAC
TERS POWERS CAN Ba 
A BURPEN AS WELL AS 
A G/FT ANP OTHER SUC/i 
y{/ONPERFUL RUBB/SH. 
TH/S TURNS OUT TO BL 
KRyPTON/TE TO FON-
PO'S OPEN M/NP, Am 
/T BECOMES F/RMLV 
SHUT. HE LONGS TO GC 
HOME. 

d 
4/VP SO THE MISSION mS COMPLETED, FONPO ANP 
MARRICK HAP TOUREP ALL OF THE COMIC BOOK PIS-
TRICTANP TALKEP TO SURPRISINGLY INTERESTING 
PEOPLE mTHIN THE î ORLD OF COMICS. FONPO FELT 
SMUG IN BEING FULLY EPUCATEP IN THE COMPLEX
ITY OF COMIC BOOKS, miLE MARRICK mS SATISFIEP 
WITH HIS WEEKLY FIX OF VISITING COMIC STORES. 
45 THEY GOT HOME FONPO SAIV ONE OF MARRICKS 
PRIZEP COMICS, HE OPENEP UP THE FIRST PAGE ANP 
BEGIN TO LOSE HIMSELF IN JUPGE PREPPS WORLD... 
FINP OUT WHAT CRAZY JOURNEYS FONDO AND MAR
RICK GET UP TO IN NEXT WEEKS EDITION OF PARTS... 
OR MAYBE NOT. 
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I^ILL'S 1ST DRAFT 

! ACT 
LIKE A FOOL 
IN ORDER 
TO HIDE MY 
SECRET. 

î ILL 'S PUBLISHER 

THOU 
HAST NO 
CONCEPT OF 
THE MODERN 
MARKET, THOU 
YELLOW-BEL-
UED MON

GREL 

STRATFOUP -
UPON - AVON 

AGES AGO 

TEENAGE mLL TAKES A BREAK FROM 
USTENIN& TO HEAVY METAL AND 
TRYING TO GROî  A MOUSTACHE AND 
BEGINS TO miTE... THE HERO, BAT-HAMLET-FELLOî , 

IS DRIVEN TO OBSESSIVE REVENGE 
FOLLOPVING HIS FATHER'S DEATH. HE 
IS ACCOMPANIED AND AIDED BY HIS 
LOYAL BUT DIMPVITTED SIDEKICK, ROB 
HORATIO. ALTHOUGH I^ILL 'S PUBLISHER LOVES 

MEN IN TIGHTS, HE TELLS PVILL TO 
DROP THE SUPERHERO CRAP AND 
STICK IN A NICE JUICY MURDER OR 
ThIO. 

N BILL'S MIND 

\ THE GLOBE] 

y£ otct. 

0 
yviLL SHELVES PLANS FOR A PRODUC
TION OF SPIDERkVILL. 

BAT-HAMLET-FELLOiy TAKES TO THE 
STAGE y\/ITH A DIFFERENT NAME AND A 
SUGHT CHANGE OF OUTFIT. 

+ 

IN A FIT OF ADOLESCENT ANGST, I^ILL 
THROt̂ S Am Y HIS ORIGINAL MANU
SCRIPTS. FOUR CENTURIES LATER 
THEY ARE DISCOVERED BY MARTIN 
GOODMAN, mo, PURELY COINCIDEN-
TALLY, GOES ON TO FOUND MARVEL. 

Si. 
.S 
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Mamage and stucl3ring 
don't need a divorce 
Why Madonna and Guy Ritchie don't surprise us any more 

Andy 
Gliddon 

Something else has crashed this week, then. 
Not content to watch the stocks tumble, 
Madonna and Guy Ritchie have thrown in 
the towel after seven and a half years of 
marriage. 

Quite what the definitive performing strumpet 
and a posh-boy maker of cockney gangster movies 
ever saw in each other has always been a mystery, 
but their relationship managed to endure beyond 
just a cheap publicity stunt. It seemed to suggest that 
even the brashest American showstoppers could be 
seduced by an old fashioned British charm, a great ac
cent - and blood sports. But it also seemed to suggest 
that marriage could occur and last, even in the most 
unlikely circumstances. 

I must admit having a strong opinion on mar
riage. I've been a married undergraduate student for 
just over a year now. I met my wife at school; we went 
to different universities but spent most weekends 
travelling back and forwards between them. Marriage 
just seemed to fit us. 

Before anyone projectile vomits across the library 
- it's not a fairy tale. Marriage is a lifestyle, a way of 
living that sometimes conflicts vnth a purely self-
centred existence. To actually start saying 'we' is a big 
step. 

But then don't we all, deep down, want to share 
our lives with other people? Are we designed to be 
alone? I have to wonder - why it is that for most 
people marriage just doesn't fit? And why does it 
sometimes stop fitting? 

When, on July 2 this year. Madonna's publicist 
emailed Reuters to state that "There are no divorce 
plans' between her and Ritchie, the media circus drew 
a collective breath. It's strange to say there are no 
plans for divorce when divorce is just the inevitable , 
consequence of having no plans for a marriage. The 
denial of active involvement was like saying there 
are no plans to stop breathing - only forgetting to 
continue drawing breath. 

Their divorce had become inevitable. But so many 
marriages end in divorce, and not just the celebrity 
ones. The Office for National Statistics in the UK puts 
the divorce rate for 2007 at 1.19 per cent of married 
couples. That seems low, but multiply that by a poten

Fhckiruser 
Gregendallball 

tial married life of at least fifty years, it creates a 3/5 
chance of breaking up. 

The supposed 'seven year itch' has also become 
a fixture of the public imagination. Originating from 
Marilyn Munroe's 1955 film bearing the name, the 
expectation is that men, and increasingly women, will 
stray after seven years. Claims of Madonna's secret 
love shack this summer with baseball star Alex Rodri
guez will only add to the popular mjrthology. 

If, then, divorce is so likely, that has to change the 
nature of marriage. It has to limit the total sharing, 
the total intimacy, the total love that gives 100 per cent 
and keeps nothing back. And that can be what limits 
its attractiveness to people considering it. 

Rather than being shocked at people who 
get divorced, surprise is now reserved for 
young people who do get married like me. 
A common theme for those who challenge 
marriage is that it doesn't take account of 

the plurality of modem relationships and sexuality. 
Few want to settle down; marriage is the straight and 
certain path into their parents' middle-aged lives. 

Having children is a part of this. Sure, two parents 
is still the ideal, but a declining birth rate in richer 
countries shows that a significant proportion of 
people are declining parenthood. This is part of the 
same event - people are looking for satisfaction in 
other things. But what are they looking for? What are 
we all looking for? And once we find it, can it remain 
real? 

In the film Meet Joe Black, Jeffrey Tambor plays 
Quince, a bumbling fool promoted beyond his abili
ties by his rich father-in-law but who nonetheless 
proves to have the biggest heart. 

"How do you know?" asks Joe Black. 
"Because she knows the worst thing about me and 

it's okay... It's like... You know each other's secrets... 
Their deepest, darkest, secrets. Yeah, and then you're 
free. You're free... You're free to love each other com
pletely... totally. There's no fear. So there's nothing 
you don't know about each other and it's okay." 

Recommending that Death reveal his true identity 
to his girlfriend may not seem like everyone's idea of 
good advice, but what sticks is his sense of liberation. 

Marriage is a 
lifestyle that 
sometimes conflicts 
with a purely self-
centred existence. 
To actually start 
sa3ring 'we' is a big 
step 

Being completely open and it being okay. 
It would be interesting to know whether Madonna 

or Guy ever revealed their true selves to each other. A 
thousand personal rebranding exercises must have a 
confiising effect on any sense of self. 

At times, their marriage looked like another 
revamp - the adoption of tweed, a quasi-English 
accent and the country estate - all for a singer who 
epitomised the American dream. And sex... Madonna 
wearing an anorak is like seeing Paris Hilton trying to 
join the British establishment - I won't believe what 
I'm seeing. 

Unremitting 24 hour celebrity obsession can drive 
an imprisoning self-consciousness in the modem 
world. London is the eye of the storm - they fall out 
of our nightclubs, they bump into our fnends and they 
walk our streets. 

But security is not the only thing that people need. 
Security from what? Freedom to do what? It's for the 
life that you want to live. Marriage doesn't have to be 
the life of your parents - it's not settling down - it's • 
ramping up. 

It's the moment, it's the dream, it's the romance, 
the thrills, flights of fancy, individual triumph, col
lective success and then the sense of belonging, the 
sense of being home. Marriage, just like life, depends 
on attitude, yovur response to challenges and your de
sire. There are inevitable consequences to having no 
plans; just like with marriage, just like with breathing. 

Marriage isn't the solution to all the world's ills 
but it doesn't deserve its current reputation. Mind 
you, neither is it a one-size-fits-aU category. It's a 
'just fits' category. 

The fear that marriage is limiting puts off many 
people for whom it does fit. This would change if 
there were more that dared promote it. 

It is not fair to blame celebrities for this feature^of 
modem society, but perhaps we use them as an excuse 
to avoid our own lives. Madonna and Guy will not 
ienefit from the public forum of recriminations; but 
how many people will see the headlines and decide 
not to pop the question? 

As for me, student or not, I would do it again in an 
instant. 

I want to ride my 
bicycle 
The benefits of cycling are obvious, 
but we still face too many obstacles 

Meghan 
Bruni 

Iam sandwiched between red moving 
monsters thirty times my size, breath
ing in a delicious cocktail of benzene 

and xylene fumes, planning how I will get 
around the swarms of jay-walkers, taxis, 
construction sites and potholes. I am a 
cyclist in London. And I am not afraid. 

Ok, I lied. I am afraid. Afraid for 

my life, yes, but more afraid that unless 
something is done to make biking more 
accessible to the masses in London, the 
act will soon become obsolete. Because 
currently, cycling provisions in London are 
a disaster. Bike lanes are virtually unheard 
of. When you're luclgr enough to find one, 
chances are it's already been converted 
into a taxi loading zone, bus stop and/ 
or construction site, and will probably 
become unmarked in about 100 meters 
anyway. When stopped at a red light, it is 
not uncommon for a vehicle to acciden
tally nudge you firom behind, as happened 
to me last week. 

Having reached your destination alive 
and able to breathe (or cough) a sigh of 
relief, the next struggle is to find a place 
to lock your bike. The LSE campus suffers 
a chronic lack of facilities for bike users. 

and finding a space to lock up near your 
next class is a nightmare at busy times. 
The time it takes to find space is enough 
of a hassle to put many people off, anei 
regularly makes me late for class. 

Oh, and if you're looking for a retreat 
from the madness of the streets and head 
to Hyde Park, remember that you're not 
actually allowed to cycle inside the park 
on the sacred pedestrian paths. A police 
officer was quick to point this out to me as 
he issued an "Unauthorised Cycling in a 
Royal Park" report, and was kind enough 
to not charge me £500 - this time. How 
considerate. 

In the Netherlands, Denmark and 
Germany, govemments have made de
cisions to make biking safe, convenient 

and practical. It worked. In Amsterdam, 

virtually every street has a smooth, clear 
bike lane, and cycling is the preferred 
mode of transportation. There are more 
bikes than cars, and everyone is happier, 
healthier and significantly less stressed 
out as a result. 

The health benefits of cycling have 
been proven again and again, especially 
compared to driving. It has been shown 
to be good for your heart and can help to 
reduce the risk of obesity and diabetes. 
On top of that, it lifts your mood and helps 
eliminate stress- perfect for students. 

In the UK, only about one percent of 
trips are by bike. Considering that 
London wants to lead the way on 

climate change and yet still has the worst 
air quality in the UK, this is simply unac
ceptable. Transport for London (TfL) say 

that the number of cyclists in London has 
increased by 83% in the last year, but it 
seems that improvements in the cycling 
infrastructure haven't risen by nearly as 
much. Money raised from the Conges
tion Charge should be used to build actual 
bike lanes until cycling becomes more 
convenient than driving (where does that 
money go, anyway?). Cyclists must get the 
right of way. And more bike parking facili
ties should be provided, damn it. 

Despite all the factors against me, I 
refuse to give in. I will not join the masses 
on the bus, tube, and over-crowded 
pavements. Cycling is my right, and I will 
continue to exercise it. Besides being a 
fun and convenient means of transport, 
cycling is a political act, one that screams: 
"Driving stinks - everyone should be 
biking!" 

r 
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The Sheildi Zayed theatre motion 
Shame on you LSE students, for giving this tyrant a free pass 
Every individual has to perform his 

duty. Man is mortal, but his work is 
not. Therefore, work is greater than 

wealth." 
There are few things on which I find 

myself agreeing with the late Sheikh 
Zayed, but this is certainly one of them. 
Of course. Sheikh Zayed - whose wealth 
was estimated at around $3obillion a 
year- died one of the richest men in the 
world. 

Nevertheless, it is true that we are 
largely judged by our actions, rather than 
our wealth or even our final achieve
ments. It is for this reason that I was 
ashamed at the decision of the Union 
General Meeting last Thursday to endorse 
a tyrant and display his name openly in 
the New Academic Building as a cham
pion of humanity. 

It is true that Sheikh Zayed was a 
champion. A champion of tiie bourgeois 
ethnic minority - Ae "locals" - that make 
up just under a fifth of the population. 
liie elites that Zayed championed receive 
free housing and electricity, free educa-

If a slave writes 
an article 
complaining 
about his 
master, the odds 
are he will be 
punished 

Anon3m[ious 

tion up to a tertiary level and a gift of 
approximately 15,000 pounds when they 
get married. The remaining four-fifths of 
the population - made up of mainly south 
Asians, other Arab nationals and far east
erners - face a daily struggle to survive. 

My parents moved to' the United Arab 
Emirates over 35 years ago. I was born 
there and consider it home, and yet I still 
have no rights. When I return home over 
the holidays, I do so on a visit visa. Yet 
when British nationals travel to Dubai to 
enjoy the fashionable skyscrapers that 
now litter the skyline, they can do so 
without any form of travel visa. I know of 
few countries where a holiday-maker can 
travel about more easily than an actual 
citizen. 

I write this anonymously, because 80 
per cent of the people residing in the UAE 
are nothing more dian owned labour. Our 
lives and livelihood are at the mercy of our 
"sponsors" - who have to be locals. They 
can withhold our pay and banish us at 
their wiU: in effect, modern slavery. 

And if a slave writes an article com

plaining about his master, the odds are he 
will be punished. 

It is worth noting that punishment in 
the UAE does not consist of fines or 'for
mal warnings', but rather confiscation of 
property, deportation or (if you are lucky) 
physical beatings. 

Those who argued against the mo
tion have pointed towards the popularity 
of Zayed amongst Emiratis. I person
ally mourned his passing at the end of 
Ramadan in 2004.1 now realise I was 
somewhat naive. 

My family, like most of the wealthy 
expats - many of whom are at LSE - had 
profited from the sweat and blood of 
labourers, who make up about half the 
population. 

In summer the temperatures can 
reach 50 degrees. With no labour laws 
workers are forced to toil on the world's 
tallest towers for negligible wages and no 

. job security. 
Some have suggested that there is 

little evidence for Zayed's human rights 
abuses. There are reasons for this. Tlie 

press in the UAE is government con
trolled. As in Stalin's Russia, it may be 
many years before we realise the fiill 
extent of what has been taking place. 

The LSE is far from perfect, but it is 
a shame that a campaign that coiild have 
mobilised students against aU forms of. ̂ 
oppression and discrimination has been '" 
halted by students who do not see the 
significance of a name. Naming a lecture 
theatre after Sheikh Zayed will not bring 
back the migrant workers who have died . 
in the Emirati desert heat in the past 40 
years. Nor wiU many homosexual and 
Jewish students feel comfortable going 
into a theatre that venerates the man who 
did this - a man who claimed "Jews are 
the enemies of aU nations". 

Had the motion passed the union 
would have had a say in all dodgy dona
tions, and the message would be sent to 
all tyrants that you are not welcome at 
LSE. 

The School does not need £2.5 million 
off a despot. It is for this reason that we 
should change the name. 

Revolution is not the 
solution 
The new generation of student socialists 
need an ideological bailout 

Mohsen 
Amiri 

Socialist don't do practicality, reaUy. 
Socialists came to power in Rus
sia without a plan for its gover
nance, spluttering and choking 

catastrophically on the bureaucracy they 
implemented in an attempt to codify some 
lofty ideal. It makes sense, therefore, that 
when today's socialists speaks of'marches 
on the city' and 'no bailout', we should not 
point out the obvious - that a failure to 
rescue the bankers at fault wiU affect evety 
tier of our community and evety aspect 
of our lives. Rather, we should engage 
them in a debate of ideas, simultaneously 
proving to them the worth of the rescue 
package and legitimising what can easily 
be interpreted as a knee-jerk reaction. 

At the vety first Students' Union Gen

eral Meeting this year, this first-year Law 
student stepped out of character, adopted 
a pantomime persona and shouted down 
an ultimately unsuccessful motion to re
lease the LSE Students' Union banner for 
use in protest against the rescue package. 
Just as the rhetoric of the socialist mouth
piece was countered then, the commenter 
will now attempt to rebuff said mouth
piece's arguments and thinking. 

The first question is one of pure 
mischievous semantics. 'Bailout' suggests 
that the City bankers have committed 
some morally reprehensible crime and 
the state, rather than punishing them for 
improper conduct in their private sphere, 
is giving them £50 billion of taxpayers' 
money wnth which to wash their hands. 
The truth is that, whatever we may make 
of the conduct of the City, no regulatoty 
body or organ of government expressly 
forbade it. The City bankers did what they 
had reason to believe would be beneficial 
to the firm, and were proven wrong. The 
City bankers are not 'fat-cats,' or 'greedy,' 
or 'criminals' They are the thalidomide 
doctors of our day; they did their jobs in 
the manner they regarded as proper, and 
could not have predicted the catastrophe 

ii4a 

that they eventually, unfortunately and 
unintentionally caused. 

The second argument today's social
ist puts forward is one that can easily be 
interpreted as spite. He asks why we, the 
ordinaty people and taxpayers, should 
'bailout' die bankers who have 'had it good 
for fifteen years.'We shaU ignore, for the 
time being, the failure of that statement to 
regard the phenomenal rise of oil prices as 
a possible cause of wony for these 'easy-
living fat cats' over the past few years, as 
well as other issues mentioned above. 
Instead, let us look more closely at the 
taxpayer's role in the functioning of the 
modem state. He pays his taxes such that 
society can function normally, maintain 
and improve itself. The banking crisis has 
created a climate of fear and uncertainty, 
as well as endangered the jobs of thou
sands of citizens; using tax contributions 
to correct it is no different from giving 
the unemployed the 'safety net' of social 

welfare, or providing job service centres to 
ease them back into the workforce. 

Finally, our banner-waving social
ists argue that the City's 'bonus culture' 
is an evil that should have been cut out 
long before the financial crisis ended it; a 
deeply corrupt and extortionate system of 
rewarding failure. This makes sense from 
their point of view - their economics do 
not reward good workers, much less busi
nessmen of undeniably questionable con
duct - but by being rational rather than 
subscribing to high rhetoric, the sense of 
attacking the beneficiaries of the 'bonus 
culture' becomes less apparent. Linguis
tics are again usefiil; the term 'culture' is 
one that implies universality across the 
industty, and in such circumstances it 
makes sense that bonuses and rewards 
would be scaled according to position. 
Thus Dick Fuld, CEO of Lehman Brothers 
- who, as we have already seen, did his job 
in a manner considered not only accept

able but enterprising - can 'walk away 
with half a billion dollars.' The idea that 
we should view the City, with hindsight, as 
a morally bankrupt and greedy operation 
seems to retroactively punish it for doing 
its job; remember, under Fuld, Lehman 
Brothers' revenue increased 600 per cent. 

Herein we find the real reason the 
socialist rears his ugly head now; he has a 
climate of fear, a Main Street vulnerable 
to rhetoric and a sense of instability to 
work with. He says it himself - 'the bank
ers have had it good for 15 years,' as have 
many of the rest of us, and his words have 
fallen on deaf ears. Now, though, people 
ask him the right questions: why should 
they be bailed out? Why should I pay for 
their crisis? Why can they walk away with 
millions? The answers this commenter 
gives are his own view; there are many 
others. 

What is sure, though, is that no matter 
the question, socialism is not the answer. 

M K n u 
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The case for revolution 
Thomas Friedman sounds the klaxons for a green revolution, but Ira Goldstein doubts that the audience caught on. 

It was the hottest lecture ticket of 
the school term so far - 50 minutes 
of impassioned and compelling 
oratory on the pressing ills that 
plague our planet. The illustrious 

figure who delivered it - New York Times 
columnist Thomas Friedman. 

Catapulted into the limelight with 
his last book, the critically-acclaimed 
bestseller "TTie World is Flat", Friedman 
is touring the globe to promote his newest 
offering "Hot, Flat and Crowded: Why the 
World Needs a Green RevolnJion - and 
How We can Renew Our Global Future". 
Stopping by at the LSE last Tuesday to 
mark the launch of the Grantham Re
search Institute on Climate Change and 
the Environment here, with an abundance 
of stories about his personal journalistic 
travels and environmental buzz-concepts 
he has packaged to help the average citizen 
understand our rapidly changing world. 

To say the one-time Pulitzer Prize 
winner has achieved global rock-star sta
tus is an understatement; in an intensely 
politically-conscious constituency such 
as the LSE, it was no surprise that he was 
met with adoration, smiles and ovations 
abound. 

More than a lecture about global 
climate change, this was an exercise in 
patriotic soul-searching for a proudly 

American writer. Besides bying to con
vince any climate-change sceptics in the 
audience that we need a green revolution, 
he also offered up a proposition for how 
that revolution should occur and who 
should lead it - Americans using good ol' 
fashioned American innovation. 

It was as much a declamation on 
the deteriorating state of the American 
culture of creativity and invention as it 
was on the imperative of tackling climate 
change. Echoing sentiments he frequently 
expresses in his columns that formed the 
thesis behind Hot, Flat and Crowded, 
Friedman argued that an energy technol
ogy, or ET, revolution is in order. 

Describing his country as the United 
States of Fighting Terrorism, Friedman 
admitted that Americans have gotten 
"fat, dumb and la^" since the end of the 
Cold War. With a government that simply 
"doesn't work an3miore", it is no wonder 
that America is lagging behind, unable to 
restructure its economy and way of life 
in the most pressing of times. He blamed 
partisan politics for coming up with a 
"permanent presidential campaign" that 
distracted the Bush administration - a re
ality we haye all seen play out on 24-hour 
news networks covering "Decision 2008" 
for more than ayear leading up to Novem
ber 4. In short, Ae United States have yet 

to realise the need for an ET revolution, 
much less embrace it. 

The impetus for this revolution, as 
Friedman explained, are the "incredible 
opportunities masquerading as incredible 
problems" that face the world today. He 
identified five "mega-trends" - energy 
and national resources supply and de
mand, petrodictatorship, global warm
ing, energy poverty and biodiversity loss 
- which were all underpinned by climate 
change. Facing these five most important 
issues in the world today, Friedman be
lieves America needs to respond to them, 
and it can be achieved by embarking upon 
the energy revolution. 

Adding to the urgency of the prob
lem is that fact that the world is getting 
crowded. Trends in energy and national 
recourses supply and demand, as Fried
man saw them, paint a picture of rapid ur
ban development coupled with insatiable 
energy consumption. Currently, there 
are nine urban centres around the world 
where there are approximately 300 million 
or more people and whose consump
tion rates reflect those of Americans, or 
"Americoms". All nine are growing, with 
India and China due to "give birth" to an
other "Americom" each, with the growth 
in use of dirty, non-renewable energy 
sources an inextricable accessory. How-

The United 
States have yet to 
realise the need 
for an energy 
technology 
revolution, much 
less embrace it 

ever, with an ET revolution, the inevitable 
growth of urban centres would not be 
coupled writh undesirable environmental 
consequences. 

And the most coveted commodity 
that fuels the dirty growth? None other 
than oil. Friedman's most compelling and 
original argument came as he described 
his second mega-trend, the rise of what 
he has dubbed "petrodictatorships". 
Friedman demonstrated how the price of 
oil has an observable inverse relationship 
with the "pace of fi-eedom" in oil produc
ing countries (measured by annual ratings 
from NGO Freedom House). "At twenty 
dollars a barrel, the Holocaust was never a 
myth," Friedman said, in reference to Ira
nian President Ahmadinejad's infamous 
soundbite. Rising oil prices, he concluded, 
give the absolutist leaders of oil producing 
nations the power to clamp down on po
litical freedoms and lash out against other 
states in the international system without 
fear of recourse. 

While these economic and political 
phenomena are fuelling climate change, 
it is the natural consequences of human-

» Continued on page 14 
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A costcutter's guide to eating 
Cookingyour own food can be quick, cheap and healthy; Daniel Jason and Catherine Smith find ou^^ how. 

The average dish eaten by students 
during term time is notoriously 
bad, in terms of both taste and 
nutrition. Diets of cold baked 
beans, Mars bars and Subways 

aren't uncommon for many of us due to 
their simplicity and low-cost. But as we 
know, this is a devastatingly bad diet which 
invariably leads to the sad, sorry path 
of picking up colds, flu and every other 
wretched illness lurking in university halls 
and lecture rooms. 

Student food doesn't have to be from 
a fast-food chain, or a frozen microwave 
meal that turns out soggy and far too salty: 
it can be a dish of actual home-cooked 
food. But banish those thoughts of slaving 
away in front of a stove for hours, for most 
of the recipes contained here take less 
than 20 minutes to prepare and cook. Even 
better, the recipes fit into a weekly budget 
of under £47.69 for two people. V^en the 
national student average is £25 a week for 
one person. The Beaver is within limit, 
but has included some snacks and treats 
such as ice-cream. You can cut these out 
or replace them with other items if you so 
choose. Whist this may seem hke a lot of 
money to spend on food, keep in mind that 
six £4 meals from the Quad is just as much, 
doesn't cover three meals a day for a week 
and isn't all that healthy. 

As far as money saving tips go, getting 
together and poolingyour money is a good 
and surprisingly little-used tactic. If three 
or four people pool £20 each, you'll generate 

between £6o-£8o of weekly food shopping, 
which for us students is a princely sum 
indeed. 

When buyingyour food, the place you 
buy it from matters, as every supermarket 
charges a different price for most things. I 
found Tesco's to be a considerably cheaper 
place to shop, compared to rivals Sains-
buiy's, Asda and Ocado/Waitrose. The 
same items which came to £47.69 in Tesco 
would cost £58.60 in Sainsbur/s, £62.79 
in Asda and a massive £81.85 from Ocado. 
Having said this, fruit and vegetables do 
tend to be cheaper in Sainsbury's, not 
Tesco's. Cheaper still are the independent 
shops and stalls around LSE. 

Even once the cheapest place to shop 
has been identified, you can reduce food 
bills further by buying in bulk, thereby 
getting products for cheaper in the long 
run. However, before you can benefit from 
economies of scale, you not only have to 
pay more money up front, but have to have 
adequate storage or fridge space to put the 
item. For people living either on a tight 
budget or in university haUs this may be a 
problem, but for those vidth a bigger budget 
and fiat-sharing, less so. 

Special offers too are very usefid for 
knocking off pounds from your food bill. 
Items can be marked down from as little as 
lOp to as much as £1, whilst "buy one get 
one free" offers halves the price of an item. 
The only caveat is to ensure you don't buy 
any items that you don't need or won't use 
before the expiry date. 

Further, the assumption associated 
with supermarket shopping is that pack
aged goods cost more than loose items 
because packaging costs money, the cost of 
which is then passed on to the consumer. 
Generally speaking this assumption is cor
rect, but this isn't always the case and loose 
items can sometimes be significantly more 
expensive than packaged goods, so keep an 
eye out. 

Once the shopping is done, walking 
home with 5 carrier bags of heavy goods 
isn't appealing to anyone, but whilst 
online shopping is a convenient solution to 
this, it isn't necessarily the cheapest one. 
Discounts are typically given to those who 
shop online, but this may be negated by 
supermarket delivery charges which can be 
between £4 and £10 for a grocery bill. For 
those who do opt for online shopping and 
delivery, Tesco, Sainsbury's and Ocado wrill 
all deliver to the LSE area, whilst Asda will 
not. If delivery sounds too expensive, you 
don't have to buy your weekly shopping in 
one go, but can split it up over the week. 
Keep in mind that the first shopping trip 
vidll always be more expensive, whereas 
the following ones will simply be replacing 
goods you've used up and vidll cost less. 

But what about the nutritional value of 
the food we consume? According to Yale 
University, an orange is more adept to keep
ing the doctor away than an apple. They've 
developed the Overall Nutritional Quality 
Index (ONQI) to score foods from 1 to 100 
based on their nutritional value, including 

sugar, salt, vitamins and impact on blood 
pressure and other health concerns. An 
apple scores well with 96 on the Index, but 
oranges have a perfect 100 score. 

According to the British Nutrition 
Foundation (BNF), canned foods are gener
ally just as healthy as fresh goods. They are 
also less expensive than fresh products, 
require relatively little space to store and 
will stay in-date for much longer. Whilst 
items tinned with brine or syrup should be 
avoided (go for those stored in water, olive 
oil or fhiit juice), tinned fruit and vegetables 
will count as part of your 5-a-day. Similarly, 
frozen, dried and juiced produce are just as 
good as fresh ones. 

In the light of this, it is perhaps unsur
prising that organic produce isn't actually 
any healthier for us than non-organic pro
duce. The BNF advises that whilst buying 
organic has been labelled 'healthy,' there's 
no evidence suggesting that this is actually 
the case, so steering clear of expensive 
organic food is a prudent move. 

Instead, healthy eating revolves around 
a balanced diet, not how much organic 
products you've eaten in the past week. The 
BNF highlights that basing meals around 
starchy foods is the key to a well balanced 
diet and indicates that products contain
ing fat products are also required to remain 
healthy. Starchy foods include wholegrain 
bread, pasta, rice, cereal and potatoes. You 
need to eat some fat, salt and sugar prod
ucts throughout the day too. 

Know it all? Think again: 
• 5-a-day means five 8og serv

ings of fruit and vegetables 
each day. 8og is about three 
tablespoons. 

• Frozen, tinned, dried or juiced 
fhiit and vegetables are just 
as healthy as firesh ones and 
count towards your 5-a-day. 

• Non-organic produce is just as 
healthy as organic produce. 

• Fiz^ drinks are the least 
nutritious foodstuffs on the 
planet. Diet fizzy drinks aren't 
much better. 

• The nutritional value of one 
fi-esh orange is better than the 
value of 3 cups of orange juice 
together. 

• Brown bread, brown rice, 
wholegrain cereals and pasta 
are much healthier than their 
non-wholegrain counterparts. 

The answer is an energy technology race 
>> Continued from page 13 

kind's industrial excess that are showing 
us the results. "Global weirding", as a 
friend of Friedman's described it, is a lot 
worse than what people think or believe. 
Far worse than what A1 Gore purported in 
"An Inconvenient Truth" -permanent en
vironmental damage is imminent and will 
worsen in the coming decade, instead of 
Gore's original prediction of 2050 or later. 

"Doesn't A1 Gore owe us an apology?" 
he asked. "I, A1 Gore, completely under
estimated climate change." To Friedman's 
mind, that apology might be a better 
alarm bell than the film. 

Coupled with the dangerous con
sequences of climate change is massive 
biodiversity loss. "We're burning all the 
great paintings in the Louvre just to cook 
dinner." Friedman sees this trend culmi
nating in humanity's return to "the age of 

Noah". Pointing to the predicament facing 
the critically-endangered Yangtze giant 
soft-shell turtle, he argued that we have 
become "the first generation of humans 
who need a strategy to save the last pairs." 

However, in this case, he did not suc
cessfully persuade that biodiversity loss is 
an "opportunity masquerading as a prob
lem," as he had framed the other mega
trends. In fact, he offered no real solution 
or suggestion to curb this problem, short 
of harnessing American innovation and 
investing in clean energy and then keep
ing our fingers crossed. 

In describing the final mega-trend in 
our hot, flat and crowded world, Fried
man pointed to the large-scale energy 
poverty afflicting over 1.6 billion people. 
"If you don't have electricity, you can't get 
to Google [and] you will be disadvantaged 

exponentially." Without the education and 
resources to tackle technically complex 
issues, innovative solutions to mitigate 
climate change are unlikely to be discov
ered. Moreover, the needs of developing 
countries cannot be met without the 
proper energy infrastructure in place. 

Friedman's proposed solution is to 
repackage the problems as opportunities 
and apply his panacea for the ills of the 
21st century - "abundant, cheap, clean, 
reliable electrons." The ET revolution, 
as Friedman envisaged, will push us to 
approach environmental issues with im
mediacy and dedication, much like the IT 
revolution of the last century. He argues 
that innovators wiE be rewarded with a 
payout as demand for clean energy grows 
the world over. 

America, in Friedman's opinion. 

has the potential to innovate its way out 
climate change. With a new administra
tion, the markets can be shaped with the 
right regulation to foster innovation and 
transform the energy sector. "Waiting for 
a Kyoto^esque agreement is foolish" since 
the compulsion of a treaty will never work. 
Instead, something like an arms-race in 
clean and renewable technology should 
erupt. The competition would produce 
thousands of ideas, from which a few good 
ones might become to climate change 
what Google or Microsoft is to informa
tion technology. 

Competing against an existing, cheap, 
dirty alternative is challenging, Friedman 
admits. But he believes that we can simply 
"get rid of it, make it expensive and make 
it clean" and our problems wiU be solved, 
or at least be on our way to solving them. . 

America ought to lead the way and model 
itself, in some ways, on China. The ability 
of the Chinese government to implement 
broad regulations and changes, wnth 
minimal opposition, might just be what 
America needs to kick-start an energy 
technology revolution. 

"We have exactly enough time...start
ing now." Crowd-pleasing rhetoric indeed. 
But ultimately, it seemed as if the crowd 
was enamoured more with the man and 
his words than the environmental cause 
and its challenges. 
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Rose in bloom doomed to wilt 

Smiling was never Gordon 
Brown's strong point, but in 
the past few days that rictus 
grin has started to really get 
on my nerves. 

As the world economy crashes 
down around our ears and we con
tinue our inexorable slide towards the 
End of Days, the only stocks that con
tinue to rise are those of bankruptcy 
lawyers, discount supermarkets, and 
apparently our own dear leader. 

Let me explain: in the recent past, 
Mr Brown has been touring the world, 
gracing the other nations with his 
brooding presence and his economic 
master plan. It was, after all, the Brit
ish model for bank rescue that has 
now been copied by many countries 
facing similar catastrophes, and it 
seems that the Prime Minister's ten 
years at the helm of the British Trea
sury are continuing to pay off. 

Further, the Government has ap
parently ensured that the directors 
of our newly-nationalised banking 
institutions will not be receiving 
their lucrative bonuses this year, as 
the taxpayer should not and will not 
be rewarding failure. Perhaps unsur

prisingly, the one exception to this 
eminently sound principle appears to 
be the Prime Minister himself. This, 
let's not forget, is the man who spent 
ten years in Number ii crowing that 
boom and bust was a thing of the 
past. 

In this brave new economic world, 
we would be just fine if we got mort
gaged up to our eyeballs, took out 
another credit card or five, and blew 
everything we didn't have on what
ever glitzy trinkets from the Far East 
happened to take our fancy. No such 
luck. But worst of all, like the cricket 
in Aesop's fable, the Prime Minister 
had frittered away all our money in 
the good times, leaving nothing for 
the cold, barren winter ahead. Yet, 
just like the fat cats he has rightly 
criticised, he seems to be reaping the 
rewards for his colossal failure, in the 
shape of rising approval ratings and 
adulation from the British press. 

I have faith that the British public 
certainly are not fools, that they 
will see through Mr Brown's canny • 
repositioning as saviour of the global 
economy. All the enemies of Mr 
Brown have to do is bide their time 

Aux airmes, citoyens! 

The global economic down
turn directly endangers the 
jobs, savings and liveli
hoods of millions; But it 
also threatens to compound 

political divisions over the response 
to a key menace of our times: global 
climate change. 

Just last week, Poland, Hungary, 
Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania 
and Slovakia called for a rethink on 
the level and cost of emission-reduc-
tions in the European Union. Italy 
backed them. 

Critics of the projected 20% cut in 
carbon emissions in the EU by 2020 
argue that the cut should be based 
on emissions in 1999, instead of 
2005 levels as planned. Italian Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi explained: 
'Our businesses are in absolutely no 
position at the moment to absorb 
the costs of the regulations that have 
been proposed.' 

But it is too easy to paint the more 
developed EU states like Britain, 
France or Germany as the progres
sives in this story. For it is doubtful 
that the solutions proposed by these 
countries represent a viable solution 
to the problem. 

Consider this statement by former 
business secretary John Hutton at the 
Labour Party conference: 'No coal 

plus no nuclear equals no lights. No 
power. No future.' 

I was also greatly amused by a re
cent tirade in the Guardian unleashed 
by Arthur Scargill, former leader of 
the National Union of Mineworkers, 
against George Monbiot, a leading 
eco-socialist campaigner, about the 
latter's rather lukewarm criticism of 
nuclear power: "I challenge George 
Monbiot to test out which is the 
most dangerous fuel - coal or nuclear 
power. I am prepared to go into a 
room full of CO2 for two minutes, if 
he is prepared to go into a room full 
of radiation for two minutes." 

' But this is a false dilemma. An 
emergency insulation programme 
alone could cut carbon emissions 
seven times as much as the nuclear 
option, according to the Rocky Moun
tain Institute. 

Wind farms together with an 
expanded, efficient public transport 
system would go far towards cut
ting emissions. Wind farms on land 
and near shore alone would be able, 
according to a 2005 study at Stanford 
University, to satisfy current global 
demand for electric power seven 
times over. According to the Govern
ment's own admission, too, wind 
power is likely to be the cheapest 
generator of electric power by 2020. 

and wait until the current crisis is 
over and he is back to his blunder
ing self again. A prominent Labour 
former minister noted the other day 
that "Gordon is doing brilliantly now 
he's Chancellor again. But when he 
becomes Prime Minister again in a 
few weeks we can expect to be back 
where we were." 

Even if the public believe Mr 
Brown has been taking the right deci
sions in the current crisis, the fatal 
flaws of his past bad decision making 
will still be there when the shock 
subsides - and there remains all the 
future bad decision making to be 
seen to as well. When Gordon Brown 
is Prime Minister again, we may 
very well be left with an economy in 
recession, job losses and a dawning 
realisation that the Prime Minister 
is as complicit in this almighty mess 
as all the hated bankers, hedge fund 
mangers and short-sellers. 

There are still 18 months to go 
until we finally get a general election; 
plenty of time for a fall in the shares 
of Gordon Brown Pic to wipe that 
smile off his face. 

Reducing car use, which accounts 
for 45 percent of carbon emissions, 
would be another giant step to saving 
the planet. 

•These methods would certainly 
be safer than nuclear plants and 
would create jobs at a time when 
two million could be unemployed by 
Christmas. They would also discour
age a global nuclear arms race far 
more effectively than the threat of US 
bombing. 

Instead of spending hundreds of 
billions on enormous military bud
gets, nuclear plants and the purchase 
of toxic debts incurred in the finan
cial speculation of the last decade, 
the G8 governments ought to prepare 
an emergency action programme 
to stop the climate chaos caused by 
market competition. 

However, as the colossal bail
out of the banks shows, the world's 
ruling elites.only move when a clear 
and present danger directly threatens 
their backers in the private sector. 

Only grassroots politics that 
engages in massive civil disobedience 
and allies with other social forces 
which have no stake in the status quo, 
like the labour movement, can hope 
to create, from below, the political 
will necessary to stop global warm
ing. 

Viridian 
Recipiesfor 
happiness 

Justus RoUin 
Environment and Ethics office* 

Now that the seriousness of the new 
academic year has caught up with 
most of us, it is time to remember 
that life is not only about reading, 
writing and listening, but also about 
environmentalism. 

' I view environmentalism as an 
approach to life. An approach that 
can be fun and full of joy. Of course, 
we do seem to be confronted with 
constant challenges. The so-called 
economic meltdown. Oil price hikes. 
Climate change. On the other hand, 
I tend to view the society, or perhaps 
the social milieu, in which I live as a 
highly competitive, exhausting and 
stressful milieu. Since this is not the 
world I'd be able to live happily in, I 
try to create my own personal Utopia 
everyday. It might be a dreamy at
titude, but it definitely has benefits 
for my well-being and the environ
ment. No cost-benefit analysis could 
quantify the positive environmental 
impact one can have by merely being 
happy, sensitive and considerate. 

•There are a few struggles that 
await us. However, I prefer fighting 
with a smile on my face. It's more fun,' 
and less emotionally exhausting. 

This is how I do it: Hug a tree 
once a week. Pick self-planted lemon 
balm and pepermint for tea. Lie on 
the lawn and look towards the sun or 
moon. Find a random item in a skip 
and assign a new role to it. Last week, 
it was a piece of building wood, but 
now it's a shelf. Forget time while 
doing something enjoyable. Cook a 
vegan meal for friends with organic 
vegies. Break a rule, at least in my 
mind, such as thinking how a world 
without cars would look like. I some
times use this norm-breaking device 
when being involved in a serious 
academic discussion. I just picture all 
LSE students gardening vegies and 
helping preparing them in the Fourth 
Floor Restaurant. Or 1 imagine aca
demics giving out food to homeless 
people at Lincoln Inn Fields. It makes 
me smile. And it makes me question 
authority and knowledge. 

Hoping that the oh-so-stressful 
life as a student can be a bit more 
fun this week, fun that lets us stay 
connected to ourselves, I'll leave you 
with a last comment. Recycling in the 
Fourth Floor Restaurant is very easy 
and fun! Just follow the signs and tell 
your fellow students to do so as well! 
By the way, paper tissue can go in two 
different bins! Not including the one 
going to landfill. Have fun solving 
this riddle. 

Measured 
musings 
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Goveimment plays *I-Spy' too 

The UK is estimated to have an 
astounding 4 million CCTV 
cameras monitoring the British 
public, more closed-circuit 
cameras than any other nation 

in the world. Gone are the days of simple 
recording equipment however, some of 
these cameras are even capable of recogn
ising an individual's face when compared 
to a central database. As if this isn't quite 
enough surveillance, the British public 
stand to be monitored even further. 

The UK government is currently 
playing with the idea of passing a law ob
ligating telecom companies and Internet 
Service Providers to store every phone 
caU and e-mail message sent in the UK, as 
well as all the internet browsing habits of 
all citizens, for a minimum of 18 months. 

This would effectively create a new 
database accessible to central govern
ment, in addition to those which already 
exist. 

One of those databases currently in 
existence is the Identity Database, created 

to hold the personal details of British 
nationals with identity cards, a scheme 
which may become compulsory in the next 
few years. Another is the National Child. 
Database yvas created to hold the personal 
information of all children under 18 in the 
UK, the Citizen Information database con
nects National Insurance numbers to per
sonal details of individuals and the NHS 
National Programme database is designed 
to centralise all health care records of all 
patients under the NHS system. 

I'll leave it to the reader to decide 
which databases are usefiil and which 
are excessive, but clearly the UK seems to 
be cruising down a road which leads to a 
total-surveillance society. Whilst many 
people argue that law-abiding citizens 
have nothing to fear if their information is 
held, it is easy to forget that government is 
made up of individuals, individuals who 
are as corruptible as any other person and 
may be tempted to use the information 
at Aeir disposal for things which aren't 
quite in the public interest. We have seen 

in the recent past how local councils used 
terrorism laws inappropriately, most 
notably to spy on citizens they believed 
were responsible for such trivial 'crimes' 
as dog fouling. Needless to say, this is 
a terrible invasion of privacy for such a 
trivial reason. 

But even if one central body compris
ing of people you don't know holding all 
your personal information and that of 
your children is of no concern to you, the 
fact that this government has been re -
sponsible for so many data-loss incidents 
should be. 

Why it seems to be common practice 
for civil servants to routinely hold the 
personal details of UK citizens on laptops, 
flash-drives or CDs, then remove itfirom 
government buildings is a mystery to 
all. At the very least, one would think 
that after the first devastating data-loss 
incident measures would have been put 
into place to prevent fiiture incidents. 
What the British public saw instead was 
a quick succession of data loss across 13 

government departments firom May 2007 
until October 2008. In total, an astound
ing 29-million personal records have been 
lost by the government so far. Considering 
the UK's total population is approximately 
60 million, that potentially translates into 
one in two people on any given street in 
Britain having had their data lost by the 
government. 

The questions we should be asking 
in this respect is why we should trust the 
government with the data that they cur
rently hold, let alone any proposed exten
sions to the amount of data they hold. 

Clearly, we shouldn't. 

Daniel Jason 
Features Editor 
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Three paths towards a bettei* Brit: 
Calum Young wants more from the perennial third-fiddlers 

Student concerns generally list as follows: having clean clothes, finding 
cheap booze and fighting for social justice. In that order? Probably 
not, but it is with the third issue that the Liberal Democrats are able to 
provide not all, but some of the answers. 

They first came to my attention as a student with their opposition 
to university top-up fees and, in particular, to the privatisation of our debt. The 
Liberal Democrats voted consistently against such policies and the banal rea
soning which sees our student interest rates being calculated according to infla
tion in the month of March only. This means a sudden oil price hike could have 
devastating consequences for me and you when we come to pay off our debt. 

I'm also a supporter of the Party because they offer a genuinely liberal 
stance on social issues. In broad terms, they argue that each individual is fi-ee 
to act in any way he or she wishes, so long as it does not harm other people. 
This applies even when the consensus is that an individual's actions are not in 
their own best interests. This seems like sound reasoning. Historically, allowing 
people to live as they want has led to a vibrant progressive society of new ideas. 
Secondly, I've always doubted any moral agenda which tries to mould individu
als in a certain manner; I would argue the individual is best placed to decide 
what is right for his or her own life. 

In practical terms, this means less state intervention but an increase in so
cial mobility. I grew up next to a council estate and watched money being taken 
from the poor in taxation only to be given back to them through tax credits in a 
demeaning and pointless exercise. Instead, the Liberal Democrats would reduce 
the tax burden for the poor and put individuals back in charge of their own exis
tence, rather than having their freedom and prosperity filtered through the state. 

Disappointingly, whilst the Liberal Democrats are turning away from their 
social democratic side and towards the liberal strand in their heritage, they 
still remain relatively muted in campaigning against paternalistic policies. For 
example, the recent Toiy pledge to introduce tax cuts for married families vras a 
clear example of an illiberal policy which should have been publicly refuted. The 
state should not be encouraging its citizens to pursue any one course in their 
lives, we should be able to live as we want unhindered wherever possible by 
financial burden. 

The Liberal Democrats have also failed to capitalise politically on the green 
movement, which disappoints me as someone who watched them pioneer that 
cause in mainstream British politics. Students seem to bypass the Lib Dems 
despite their real commitment to a switch to green taxation and a Europe-wide 
contract on energy reduction. Again, a tepid public commitment to fundamen
tally intelligent values has cost the Lib Dems. 

However, as a student the Lib Dems maintain their appeal to me through 
their demands for lower council tax and the re-introduction of the lo per cent 
rate of income tax. As we all know, doing a degree is getting incredibly expen
sive, and jobs afterwards are looking less secure. This also comes at a time 
when the difference in income for those with degrees and those without is 
diminishing. In my view, the Liberal Democrats were right to oppose the intro
duction of top-up fees for all students because it places an enormous burden on 
young men and women starting out in their careers. Similarly I fear that having 
introduced fees it is likely that the current cap for British students vdU be shifted 
upwards and even removed. Statistics already suggest working-class families 
are finding a university education, particularly in London, beyond their means. 
The Lib Dems are offering a real alternative of greater social mobility. 

Paradoxically, the Lib Dems despite having the richest philosophical back
ground in British politics are known for not being known. Tliis is a fairly tragic 
state of affairs and reflects poorly on the party's ability to reach out and gain 
widespread support. However there is hope, the party has a group of first-rate 
people at the top and policies which, if given the chance, would provide bold 
answers to Britain's problems. 

The Lib Dems 
maintain their appeal 
to me through their 
demands for lower 
council tax and the 
re-introduction of the 
10 percentrateof 
income tax 

-Calum Young 

Harry Davies puts in some good words for 

It's easy to forget how much about higher education has changed since 
1997. Even Labour's fiercest critics would have to agree that more young 
people stay on in training or education for longer these days. 

There are financial inducements, for one. Twinned with the mainte
nance loan and grant schemes, bursaries and scholarships, students are 

in a fairer, more equitable position than they would have been prior to Labour's 
funding reforms. And as of last month, one third of entitled students started to 
receive a fidl grant of £2,835 with a further third gaining a partial grant. 

Even before entering higher education, students from poorer families now 
have the right to Education Maintenance Allowance which has dramatically 
increased staying-on rates, post 16 and beyond, among lower socio economic 
groups in inner cities and among ethnic minorities. There are far more places 
in higher education and training, with appUcation rates up by 9 per cent this 
year on last.The numbers entering higher education are up 30,000 since Labour 
came to power. The number of apprenticeships too has doubled to 180,000 
since 1997. 

Labour has inspired a radical change in the way higher education is viewed. 
For the student, it's a personal investment in their futures. For the country, it's a 
step to developing an educated, emancipated workforce. 

So, if it is so good, why is it so bad? As students, loans and top-up fees rank 
high on our list of principal concerns. Previously as a student you'd receive a 
grant, topped up by your parents (ifthey were wealthy), and you didn'thaveto 
pay it back. Local taxpayers put you through university and paid for your food 
and accommodation while you were there. Fees weren't even an issue (they 
were paid by the local education authority) and the average student probably 
thought the lecturers and teachers were doing the job for nothing. 

But it wasn't in fact free, nor was it morally justifiable. The reality is that 
rich people saw university, with all of its consequent social and economic 
advantages, as an automatic right for their children. What made this even more 
inequitable was that sixteen-year-old school leavers from less-advantaged 
backgrounds were paying income tax to fund the education and maintenance 
of students who could pay for it themselves. In this country, if you're holding a 
fistful of aces, you would not ask for a re-deal. 

Throughout the eighties and nineties, world-class universities were 
squeezed year on year because fees were relatively low and raising them would 
have put pressure on tax-capped local authorities. Like many neglected areas of 
public service, massive cash injections were needed to compensate for years of 
Toiy misrule. 

Today, top up fees in fact still pay only a fraction of the true costs of tuition; 
it's still subsidised, and we're still getting a hand out from the taxpayer. More
over, students are no longer required to provide the cash for their courses up 
front; the incentive for poorer students and their families to enter higher educa
tion is obvious. 

For what it's worth. Labour could have been more receptive to the idea of a 
graduate tax, and this debate is still worth having. It is undeniable that student 
debt is a struggle for many who leave university, but you would be hard-pressed 
to find anyone who didn't leave university debt-free in 'the good old days'. What 
is clear is that we cannot ever go back to underfunding higher education and re
stricting a university education to being a perk for the the richest in our society. 

That aside, there are countiess ways in which Labour has created advan
tages for everyone since 1997. The introduction of the national minimum wage, 
the repealing of Section 28 (giving equal rights to LGBT students) , tax credits 
for families who needed them most, public sector pay rises, unprecedented 
investment in apprenticeships, and funding for international development 
programmes. 

Of course there is more to be done, but anyone writh a sense of social justice 
can appreciate how much Labour has improved the lives of ordinary people, and 
particularly the lives of students. 
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un - students speal< out 
the powers that be 

Labour has inspiired a 
radical change in the 
way higher education 
is viewed 

-HanyDavies 

Alex Blance wants to go back to a Consei^ative future 

When I confess my terrible secret to my fellow students, the reac
tion is usually the same: a raised eyebrow, a snort of derision, 
and a tirade of abuse. 

Yes, it's not easy being a campus Conservative. Students 
are notoriously left-wing; As the saying goes, if you're under 

thirty and vote Conservative, you have no heart, if you're over thirty and vote 
Labour, you have no head. Our generation may be Thatcher's babies, but the 
issues that have mobilised young people in recent years have been defiantly left 
wing, from top-up fees to Iraq, globalisation to civil liberties. 

But it seems that behind closed doors, a growing number of young people 
are discovering the love that dare not speak its name. The Conservatives are the 
biggest political society at the LSE, a situation that's reflected around the coun
try, where Conservative Future has many more members than Young Labour. At 
first glance, this may seem surprising: the Conservatives have made no attempt 
to win the student vote by promising to scrap top-up fees and they remain in 
favour of continued engagement in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

But for me, this failure to pander to the student vote is the very essence of 
Conservative philosophy. While Labour governs according to the principle of 
'divide and rule', splitting the electorate up into minority groups who can be 
bought with targeted giveaways, the Conservatives believe that we are 'one na
tion', with a shared purpose and common interests. 

It is little wonder that the Conservatives had the first female and the first 
Jewish prime ministers; it would be no surprise if we were the first to have a 
black or Asian prime minister in due course. This is because Conservatives have 
always believed that people are not defined by their class or their race but by 
their individual personality and abilities. Boris Johnson made this approach a 
cornerstone of his campaign to become London mayor, opposing Ken Liv
ingstone's bribes for minority groups in favour of a unified London approach. 
Londoners of aU backgrounds embraced his message that all our interests are 
better served by working together. 

So what sort of a society do the Conservative Party believe in? As it turns 
out, it is one that many students would like to live in. A Britain where you don't 
have to carry an ID card to prove your identity and you cannot be locked up 
for 42 days without trial; a country where wind turbines and solar power help 
tackle energy insecurity and climate change; a society where we trust people 
to make the decisions that affect their own families, schools and communi
ties, rather than running around trying to follow the latest Five Year Plan from 
Number lo. 

The Conservatives believe that on the whole, Britain is a pretty good place, 
filled with pretty good people. If we free them from the shacldes of state inter
ference, economic growth and social improvement will follow. And that's good 
for all of us, whether we're students or not. 

Luckily, most of us are too young to remember the Britain of the late 1970s, 
a country that was slowly going down the pan. But while many on the left saw 
nothing but decline in the future, Mrs Thatcher strongly believed that Britain 
could still be a serious world player. The economic revolution she ushered in 
saw us rediscover our prosperity and our place in the world. After another de
cade of Labour mismanagement, Britain faces new problems: a growing sense 
of mistrust for our fellow citizens and a rising tide of antisocial behaviour. 

But once again there is an opposition party ready to step in and make the 
difficult decisions needed to get Ae country back on its feet. David Cameron 
has said he wants to do for society what Mrs Thatcher did for the economy. For 
the sake of our future, we should hope that he is able to live up to his promise. 

The Conservatives 
believe that we are 
'one nation\ with a 
shared purpose and 
common interests 

-Alex Blance 
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You never call. 
You never write... 
Didyou knowyou can write to the Beaver's editor 
about what you've read in the paper? And that you 
can get it published? 
Because we didn't get any letters this week! 

Don't let us get lonely. Write a letter to the Beaver's 
editor today! 
thebeaver.editor@lse.ac.uk 

The Beaver 
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Michaelmas Elections preview Where your vote will go 
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Do democracy a favour 
As election season approaches, find out what you'll be voting for 
Court of Governors 
Places avai]able:5 
Role: Five students are elected to repre
sent student views to the second highest 
decision making body in the LSE. Hie 
Court discusses major decisions that will 
affect the LSE's future development. The 
Board also deal witli the naming of new 
buildings (such as the New Academic 
Building - NAB) and lecture theatres. 

Famous members of the Court include 
Cherie Booth (Blair), Sir Peter Sutherland, 
the School's Chair, and Lord Saatchi. The 
General Secretary of the Students' Union 
is also a member. Academic issues are 
sometimes discussed by the governors, 
though these are usually dealt with by the 
Academic board. 

The Court of Governors meets once a 
term and all members of the student 
union are entitled to run for a position on ' 
the Court of Governors. 

The Academic Board 
Places available:3 
Role: The academic board is the highest 
committee within LSE. Its members meet 

to discuss issues regarding the academic 
standards of the LSE. Sir Howard Davies 
is the chair of the board. 

Notable Achievement: Students and the 
board complained about teaching stan
dards, leading to LSE investing £2million 
to resolve the issue. 

Residences Officer 
Places available:! 
Role: The Residences Officer is your first-
point of contact regarding accommoda
tion. The officers job is to ofiFer advice and 
listen to your complaints. In addition, the 
student elected for this role wiU also liaise 
with Hall committees. 

They are also charged with holding a 
'residences forum' once in both Michael
mas and Lent terms. 

Postgraduate Officer 
Places available: i. Open to all research/ 
taught postgraduate students. 
Role: TTie post grad officer will be the 
voice of LSE postgraduate students to 
the Union Executive and a trustee of the 

Students' Union. This individual must be 
a postgraduate student. The postgraduate 
officer communicates with the National 
Postgraduate Committee and receives a 
budget as the Chair of the Postgraduates 
Forum, which must be held once a term. 

General Course Representative 
Places available: i. NB. Only General 
Course students may stand and vote for 
this position 
Role: This is the primary representative 
for all General Course students to the 
Executive Committee and the school. The 
Gen. Course Rep sends a fortnightly email 
to General Course students and advises 
them of upcoming events/news. 

Honorary President and Honorary Vice-
President 

Places available: i for each position 

The Honorary President is a nominated 
position. The President is the symbolic 
head of the union. This is an individual 
whose actions best represents what we at 
the Union aspire to achieve. This year's 

Honorary President was Aung San Suu 
Kyi, the Burmese Pro-Democracy pris
oner of conscience. 

The Honorary Vice-President is another 
nominated position. In the past it has 
sometimes been a student/young person 
who has also shown the capacity to repre
sent what symbolises the best attributes 
of the Union. This year's Vice-President 
was Khaled Al-Mudallal, a Bradford Stu
dent who became stranded in Gaza. But 
it doesn't have to be a young person, and 
you may find a surprise on the ballot for 
both these positions. 

Constitution and Steering Conunittee 
Places available: 2 
Role: One of seven who interpret/advise 
on the Codes of Practice and Constitu
tion of the Union. They oversee motions 
before they go to the Union General Meet
ing (UGM) to ensure they are not iUegal 
or against equal opportunities. They also 
help the UGM Chair conduct meetings. 
Members have an eye for detail and enjoy 
having a debate. 

National Union of Students (NUS) Rep
resentatives 
Places available: 5 
Role: Students are elected as representa- . 
tives to the National Union of Students 
(NUS) annual conference. This allows you 
to take a lead not only on issues affect
ing LSE Students, but students across the 
country. The NUS campaigns for fairer 
fiinding of higher education, to improve 
student welfare, and strengthen students' 
unions through training and support. 
This is one of the most exciting times to 
run for the NUS, given that 2009 wnll see 
a review on the level of Tuition Fees paid 
by UK (and European Union) students 
as well as fiirther attempts to reform the 
NUS. There has never been a better time 
to get involved with the NUS and have 
your voice heard on a national level. 

All students, both undergraduates and 
postgraduates are able to run for the posi
tions. 
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Campus life Freshers'Flu 

Atishoo! 

It comes round every yesa. We all get it. It 
goes away eventually. But Felipe 
Martins says Freshers' Flu is still a 
nuisance 

•r. 

M 

The coughing in lectures and 
classes, the sickeningyel-
lowy stuff on the tissue paper 
after you've blown your nose, 
the body pains that make 

you want to stay in bed the whole day. 
Sound familiar to you? That's right: these 
S3miptoms all belong to what has been 
nick-named through the years as "Fresh
ers Flu". 

Freshers Flu is in essence the real flu, 
although its nickname is derived from the 
fact that nearly all freshers catch it in their 
first few weeks at university. And it's not 
only limited to LSE students or freshers. 

"Second, third year and graduate stu
dents also tend to get the flu at the start of 
the academic year," notes Carr-Saunders 
student Sonia Dunlop, who has seen the 
same phenomenon happening eveiy year 
since she started her studies at LSE as 
an undergraduate, all the way through to 
her current fourth year as a postgraduate 
student. 

"I'd say that at some point or another, 
at least 70 per cent of students get the flu 
each year," she adds. 

Tlie flu catches on because "people go 
out a lot to crammed places - they share 
drinks, don't get enough sleep, they snog 

and God knows what," Dunlop says. "This 
allows bacteria to spread and consequent; 
ly weakens the immune system," making 
students more prone to catching the flu 
during this time of voracious partying. 

"A bit groggy" is how fresher Mela-
nie Hau describes the way she has felt 
since catching the flu in the last few days. 
"Many lose their capacity to concen
trate effectively and work," points out 
the Practice Manager of the St Philip's 
Medical Centre on the LSE campus, Imrar 
Iqbal. 

The surge in the flu over the past few 
weeks has also been noted by a major 
chemist on Tottenham Court Road, in an 
area largely frequented by students, while 
the St Philip's Medical Centre, where 
many LSE students are registered, also 
acknowledges the surge as an annual oc-
ciurrence. 

However, many students prefer to 
treat their illness themselves, and hence 
the number of students diagnosed with 
the flu at the medical centre has been rela
tively low so far, with only around 20 cases 
since the beginning of the academic year. 

To be safe from the flu, students can 
take several precautions. It's probably best 
to miss one party and have a quiet night 

in if you feel ill, than for the flu to worseii 
- leaving you unable to go out for a whole 
week. Apart from these and other simple 
precautions, you local medical centre (e.g. 
St Philip's) offers the flu vaccination for 
free - yes, free - to all registered patients. 

This will save you £15, which is what 
you would pay for a flu jab in Boots. Even 

, if you're not registered in any medical 
centre, you can still save money by taking 
the flu jab at the St Philip's Medical Centre 
for only £9.95. All you have to do is make 
an appointment at the reception, and then 
meet with the nurse to take the jab. But 
hurry, as stocks are limited. 

To those who have been through 
Freshers Flu - don't worry, because every 
one has been there at some point. After 
all, how can you be a fresher without 
having Freshers Flu? And if you think you 
are one of the luclgr ones... Your time will 
come too (unless, of course, you've been 
smart enough to take flu jab). 

Society report RAG Freshers' Ball 

Glsid RAGs 

Louisa Clare Evans 

Thanks to its highly success
ful RAG Fresher's Ball, LSE 
Students' Union's year-round 
Raising And Giving campaign 
has got off to a fl3dng start 

for 2008-2009. Last Tuesday more than 
seven hundred people attended the three-
floored, James Bond-themed party. The 
Casino boasted prizes from a cruise and 
Samsung smart phone, to TopShop vouch
ers and two bottles of (good) champagne. 

Three of these prizes are still unclaimed, 
so if there is a Greg, Rhys or Weichow 
Wang about please get in touch with RAG 
to claim your prizes! 

Ben Jones, the current President of 
RAG said of the ball that "the feedback has 
been really positive. We completely sold 
out of tickets and had around a hundred 
people wanting to buy tickets on the door." 
The event raised over £7,205 for RAG's 
worthy charities, setting RAG firmly on 
the road for raising even more than last 
year's flindraising total of £20,000. That's 
no mean feat for what, given LSE's size, is 
a comparatively smaller committee than 
at more established RAG universities in 

the UK such as Nottingham or Loughbor
ough. 

The committee themselves would 
be the first to admit that they are still 
learning the ropes. Jessica Cartwright, 
last year's president and this year's vice-
president, said that "we had a few hiccups 
at the start, and didn't quite meet the bar 
spend, but overall we're really pleased 
with what we put together." According to 
Jones: "The approximate £100 missed bar 
spend wiU be put back into future RAG 
events for all RAG members." So it wasn't 
all bad. 

Charlotte Gerada, RAG's Events Of
ficer said she had been really impressed 

with this year's Freshers. "They seem re
ally enthusiastic. We had so many people 
sign up during Fresher's Fair so we're 
hoping to get even more people involved 
this year." 

There are lots of ways that anyone at 
LSE can take part in RAG, and the com
mittee is really keen to get as many new 
faces as possible involved. There wrill be a 
meeting this Tuesday for anyone inter
ested in being part of the RAG Publicity 
Team, or being a Halls Representative. 
Both the Events Team and Business and 
Finance Team are looking for willing vol
unteers and will have a separate meeting 
on Thursday. Keep an eye out for meeting 

places to be confirmed at the beginnihg of 
this week. 

RAG's next big event will be the 
London RAG Raid, where LSE's RAG 
will be joined, in costume, by RAGs from 
other universities across the UK. For more 
information about this most glorious of 
RAG traditions or any other queries, drop 
an email to su.rag@l8e.ac.uk. 

Dates 

'Hiesdajr 21 October 
Publicity Team and Halls Reps 
Thvasdayxi October 
Events and Business Teams 

mailto:su.rag@l8e.ac.uk
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Experience My first two weeks at LSE 

-t' 

I 
Flickr user Will Southward 

On the 38 to freedom 
Not even London's transport ̂ stem can 
stop Yu-Chien Fang escaping her sheltered 
life for LSE 

So, here I am, at the ripe old 
age of 24, embarking on the 
momentous endeavour of at
taining a Masters at the LSE. 
Unfortunately, this also entails 

the simultaneous ejection from the hith
erto unappreciated comforts of home. LSE 
implies London, which implies student 
residences, which, I have been told in good 
faith, is filled with such trials as doing 
one's own laundry, cooking one's own 
meals and (oh, will horrors never cease) 
communal bathrooms. To put my anxiet
ies and the rest of the article in context, 
let me state at the outset that, the little 
South African princess that I am, I have 
only very recently sprung from the wombs 
of Mommy and Daddy (who provide food, 

shelter, love, affection and eveij^ing in 
between), GPS (which gives directions 
from A-B with pinpoint accuracy) and 
Nanny (who provides everything else). 
Now, this may or may not be similar to 
anyone else's background at the LSE: 
but m happily admit I have lived a very 
sheltered life. 

I arrive in London on a beautifiil 
sunny Sunday. Apparently it was the first 
blue slgf Londoners had seen in over two 
weeks. Lucky me! All seems good, the 
restroom is small but serviceable, my flat 
mates are friendly and - thank God for 
small mercies - the communal bathrooms 
are clean. I pass a peacefiil if uneventfiil 
night. 

The next morning, I wake up bright 

and early, determined to get to the all-
important induction meetings on time. 
There is nothing, I have been assured, that 
the Brits like better than punctuality, and 
seeming keen is very important to create 
a good first impression. I ask the knowl
edgeable gentleman at the Rosebery HaU 
reception which bus to take to campus 
and he points me to Number 38. Get off 
at King's Way, he says. 'King's Way,' he 
reminds me helpfldly, 'Is practically at the 
school doorstep'. I duly hop on the 38.1 
think to myself, 'Hey, look at me, riding in 
a traditional London double-flecker, swip
ing in with my very own Oyster card, you'd 
never know I was a tourist.' No. You'd 
never know. Right up to the point when I 
miss my stop. 

So, I'm sitting there, admiring the 
scenery, diligently looking out for King's 
Way. 'The bus rolls on, I see London 
town for the first time.. .5 minutes.. .10 
minutes.. .15 minutes go by, I'm think
ing, 'Must be soon now', but no, no King's 
Way.. .20 minutes.. .25 minutes. What? 
Terminal station? I've missed my stop! 
How did this happen? There was no King's 
Way, I'm absolutely positive! I get off and 
ask the conductor for help. He says that 
'King's Way is the street, the station is 

Holbom. Get on the 38 again and get off 
at Holbom'. OK, fine, not a disaster, just 
get on the bus again. So, I duly get back on, 
5 minutes.. .10 minutes.. .I'm thinking, 
'OK, must be soon now'.. .no.. .no... 
.still no Holbom. All right, maybe it was 
reaUy close to home then... and bam! 
Rosebery Avenue! Shit! I'm back home! 
I've taken the bus aU the way back, practi
cally to my own doorstep again! 

Sol decide that as I've already wasted 
God knows how many pounds, let me 
walk it, et voUa - despite my atrocious 
sense of direction and never having had 
the ability to navigate by map before, I 
find campus, by walking, all on my own. 
Just one of my many triumphs in the last 
few days. 

LSE is fantastic. I've spent just about 
every day on campus, being astounded 
by the international and SMART student 
body. People are speaking in their second 
language and yet they're so informed, 
educated and witty. The library is huge 
and the system is so well designed. Self-
service? Just scan and go? I've put up 
with five years of etemal queues, crusty 
librarians and fidgety ancient ink stamps. 
This is amazing! And there are about a 
million books. I don't think 1 have to read 

anything else at aU - I just keep wanting to 
read other people's textbooks. The campus 
is weird though. There's no real campus, 
no big impressive doors or anything. It's 
almost as if the School bought a few of 
the buildings along a busy road and that's 
the campus. I find it a bit surreal that we. 
have our main building right next to some 
random coffee shop and the post office. 

I think I'm sufferiiig firom over
stimulation at this point. Every little alley 
fills me with glee (has anyone else seen 
The Old Curiosity Shop yet?). Every new 
lecturer keeps astounding me with their 
unbelievable resume, astonishing me with 
their friendliness and approachability. 
Every new person I meet is from a hitherto 
unknown country (Kyrgyzstan anyone?). 
I spend every waking minute wandering 
around, ignoring my increasing list of 
readings (and one memorable aftemoon 
having lunch with a young Paul Walker 
look-alike). And here it is, my second 
week already. And it's Thursday night, 
which means soon, as we say in South 
Africa, 'It's the weekend, baby!' 

News, Commeiit, Features, Social, Spoil, 
Pait B, Design, Photos, Business... and you. 

getinvolved(a)thebeaveranline.co.uk 
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Team mates 
LSE's resident Cheekay Chappay Tom Jacques tells us 
about the LSEFC 1st team 

I don't think I could get away with anyone 

Ed, please don't fine me too much for this 
article! 

BestPlsQ^.. 

i imp 

Tiago, our BrazOian import, managed to 
get home to a girl's bed by merely flexing 
his muscles and letting her stroke his 
tattoo. This story is made better by the 
fact that he had to jump out of the window 
the next morning, wearing his toga, as her 
father chased him out of the house! 

WorstPlaya... 
Rob Fenton. His lack of conversion has 

else but saying Lowster. Sorry Low, but 
you are focldng slow. 

Mostlikefytochatoutofhis arse... 

In all fairness I do chat a ridiculous 
amount of crap. You'U probably hear me 
talking about tiie time I played for Dagen-
ham & Redbridge and scored a couple 
against West Ham. Also that I'm a quality 
boxer who didn't embarrass myself during 
the LSE Fight Night. A little known fact 
about me is that I actually went to school 
at Eton, where Prince Harry was 3 years 
above me. 

Worst English... 

Alex Casimo has a thick scouse accent that 
makes him utterly incomprehensible. 

Worst haircut... 

made old Rojo look like Casanova! 

Worst dress sence... 

Scouse. He resembles Oliver Twist and 
seems completely startled by the bright 
lights of London Town. 

Most likety to pull your sister... 

In the summer I invited Rick Roberts for 
a night out in Romford. All was going 
swimmingly until I went to wake him up 
in the spare room, couldn't find him, and 
found him in bed with my sister! 

Biggest hardman... 

Tiago and Georgi look like they should be 
on muscle beach rather than Berrylands 

The joker... 

Ed said that if I don't say he is the team 
joker then I get a hefty fine: Ed is hilari
ous. He understands and enjoys aU banter 
100% of the time. I find it difficult to stop 
laughing every time he speaks. 

Slowest player.. 

Lawrence Fisher. You can see the photo, I 
think we can all agree on this one. 

Best moaner... 

Scouse. The Liverpuddlian ragamuffin 
won't shut the flick up on the football 
pitch, it's just lucky that no-one can 
understand what on earth he is saying! A 
close second is Brian, Healy Snr., but as 
with scouse no-one can really understand 
what he's saying! 

Who's longest in the shower? 

I would have said myself until I sat next to 
Mike Maynard and realised I was about as 
big as his left ball. 

ickruser Car Ait 

Hamilton needs to learn 
Nick 'Sif Francis' Drake explains what it takes to be a winner 

what do you do when youlve won it all? 
Achieved all your dreams? Climbed Mount 
Olympus? For the serial champions, the 
answer is simple: do it all again. 

Consider Steve Redgrave, rowing's Mi
chael Jordan. Sir Steve won his first Olym
pic gold medal in 1984 but kept coming 
back, even when he promised he wouldn't. 
Sixteen years later the result was five con
secutive Olympic golds and the indisput
able title of rowing's greatest champion. 
Le Tour de France's first century of cycling 
was also defined by the number five. Four 
legendary riders, Jacques Anquetil, Eddy 
Merckx, Bernard Hinault and Miguel In-
durain, all won the Tour de France five times 
but never made it to six. The wheels were 
set into motion for this to change in 1999, 
when Lance Armstrong, a cancer survivor 
firom Texas, won his first Tour. He went on 
to redefine a sport notorious for horrific 
crashes, bad luck and doping to win seven 
consecutive times. Even now this insatia
ble champion of champions wants more, 
just one more yellow jersey. Armstrong 
will ride through the fields and mountains 
of France in pursuit of his eighth title and 
another defining number for the sport of 
cycling. Motor racing's Schumacher and 
seven, basketball's Russell and eleven or 
swimming's Phelps and fourteen, are all 
the numbers of serial champions. 

For those athletes who win just once 
or twice in their careers, the mere cham
pions of sports, luck can be a friend. For 
Zach Johnso"n, unusual weather condi
tions, the form of his life and - according 
to the devout Christian - divine interven
tion all combined to help him win the 2007 
Masters Golf Championship. The victory 
was career defining but without belittling 
Johnson's achievement it is victory unlike
ly to be repeated. His best performance in 
one of golf's four majors - besides his vic
tory - is tied 17th and he has yet to show 
signs of the golf that won him his maiden 
major. For the man Johnson beat to the ti
tle, Tiger Woods, the challenge is different. 
The challenge for Woods and aU of sport's 
perennial champions is to produce not just 
one great performance but many. Michael 
Jordan said the hardest thing in sports is 

consistency and the reason is factors like 
luck, the weather, the performance of your 
teammates become enemies not friends. 
These uncontrollable factors are sport's 
balancing forces that rush to the aid of the 
underdog. 

In 2007, at the World Championships 
Michael Phelps was, just like in Beijing, 
chasing eight golds. But unlike in-Beijing 
he won only seven. Wisely, considering the 
US' dominance in swimming and Phelps' 
ridiculously packed schedule, the US put 
a second string team into the heats of 
the 4x100 medley relay. However, a false 
start during a changeover by one of the US 
men disqualified the US team and denied 
Phelps a chance at eight golds. Something 
entirely out of his control stood in the way 
of Phelps' quest for consistency. 

So how do these uncompromising 
champions of champions, the athletes 
that have literally redefined their sports 
by their unprecedented dominance, over
come these uncontrollable factors? The 
answer may be surprising but actually they 
don't even try to. Instead they just accept it, 
move on and usually win anyway. 

In 1936 the Olympics were held in Ger
many. Hitler was starting to take a stran
glehold over the German people and his 
ideas about racial supremacy were gather
ing pace. He and his ministers were hoping 
for a dominate display by Germany's ath
letes (indeed they topped the medal table) 
to show the resurgence of Germany under 
the Nazi regime. Crucially the Games were 
a chance for Hitler to prove to the world the 
superiority of the Aryan race over other 
races, including black Africans. So when 
Jesse Owen, an African-American, woke 
up on the 3rd August 1936 he didn't just 
have to beat the other athletes he also had 
to beat the officials too. In the long-jump 
for' example (one of the four events he 
competed in that day) the officials would 
cheat him and chop centimetres of the 
distance he had jumped. Yet despite this, 
he accepted what was uncontrollable and 
finished one of the greatest days in sport
ing history with four golds and became not 
just an Olympic legend but an icon for the 
black power movement. 

British Formula 1 driver Lewis Ham
ilton must learn from these serial cham
pions is to accept what's out of his control 
like his collision with Massa in Japan or the 
decision to deny him victory in Belgium 
this year for a dubious illegal manoeu
vre. He cannot be haunted by what might 
have been but instead must focus purely 
on controlling the controllable. Whether 
Hamilton wdns the Fi championship this 
season or not, his performances in Fi 
have been a very mixed bag. On the one 
hand there have been some racing master 
classes: like his performance at Monaco 
this year where he won despite numerous 
safety cars eradicating the leads he had 
so diligently built up. On the other hand 
though, he has developed an unsettling 
tendency to make kindergarten errors at 
crucial times. For example, in China last 
year, despite leading Kimi Raikkonen the 
eventual champion by 17 points with just 
two races to go, he crashed when driving 
out of the pit-lane and in doing so helped 
end his title chances. 

Coming into the finale of the Fi season 
Hamilton is in a strong position to win the 
championship. Hamilton is in almost ex
actly die same situation he faced and failed 
from last year: with one race to go he leads 
his title rival, in this case Felipe Massa of 
Ferrari, by seven points. It's been said be
fore, but it is Hamilton's championship to 
lose. 

The New York Giants' quarterback, Eli 
Manning's performances in many ways 
were similar to Hamilton's: at times awe-
inspiringly good but at other times mis
take-ridden and unreliable. What Man
ning realised last season is that American 
Football games, like Fi races, are usually 
lost not won. In controlling the control
lable, namely'his own performance and 
minimizing his mistakes he helped his 
team to one of the greatest underdog vic
tories in the history of sports. 

Last season, Raikkonen didn't wdn the 
championship; Hamilton lost it. If Hamil
ton doesn't want to lose it again he must 
learn the lessons of the serial champions 
and then maybe, in time, he wiU join them. 

Results 
Squash 
Men's 1st beat Essex 1st 3-2 
Men's 1st beat Queen Mary's 1st 5-0 
Men's 2nd beat Men's 3rd 3-2 
Women's ists beat Reading 4-0 

Rugby 
LSE rugby ists 12 - 22 Kent ists 
2XV played the 3XV and I think we agreed 
the score was 38-10 
Surrey Womens Rugby 40 LSE Rugby 0 

Women's Netball 
University Campus Suffolk 4 LSE 2nds 40 
LSE 4ths netball lost 13-16 to KCL Medics 
5ths! 

Tennis 
Mens first vs UCL 2nds, rained off 
Mens 2nd vs Kings CL ists, lost 4-6 
Womens 1st vs brighton istlost2-8. 

Mens' Hockey 

1st team drew 3-3 at home to KCL ists. 

Badminton 
LSE Men's Firsts beat Queen Maiy Firsts 
5-3 
LSE Men's Seconds lost to UCL Firsts 0-8 

Basketball 
LSE Men's 1st Basketball Team beat 
Brighton's 1st; 57-55 
Women's b'baU Lost to Goldsmiths 20:39 

Table Tennis 
Men's ists beat Middlesex Uni 9-7 
Women's ists beat Essex Uni 4-1 

Running team 
Results from Wednesday: 
15.10.08; London Colleges League first 
race at Parliament HiE: 
Men's individual results (LSE placings) 
6 Daniel Hawellek LSE 

17 Domien de Witte LSE 
32 Vikram Balachandar LSE 
61 Phil Armour LSE 
87 Christian Petrangelo LSE 
88GregOpie LSE 
90 Keith Adams *LSE II 
94 James May LSE II 
96 Alex Boyce LSE II 

100 Peter Wiiite LSE II 
101 Kevin Dickman LSE II 
Women's individual results: 
7 Joy Zhu LSE 

10 Caterina ScarameUi LSE 
17 Carolyn Reardon LSE 
21 Harriet Jackson LSE II 

Football 

LSE IS beat Roehampton is 4-1 
LSE IS drew wih QM is 0-0 

LSE 2s lost to QM 2s 3-5 
LSE 2s lost to RUMs is 2-3 

LSE 3s beat Kingston 4s 1-0 
LSE 3s beat St Barts 3-2 
LSE 4s lost to LSE 5s 1-4 
LSE 4s lost to Holloway 4s 1-2 

LSE 5s beat LSE 4s 4-1 
LSE 5s beat QM 3s 1-0 

LSE 6s beat St George's 25-2 
LSE 6s lost to Holloway 5s 1-2 

LSE 7s beat Imperial Medics 6-2 
LSE 7s drew with Holloway 6s 1-1 
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When in Rome, dress as a Togalese... 
Sophie Hunt 

It is a litde known fact that the third 
Wednesday in October is a date long cel
ebrated in the Roman Calendar. This great 
occasion commemorates the gods' gener
ous provision of snakebite on earth and the 
arrival of fresh livers to campus. Standard 
ceremonial procedures include boat races, 
games of taps and publically forced imbib
ing. It is customary to fashion the tradi
tional dress in a manner that ensures it is 
no longer respectable or decent wfhen the 
hour is called to begin the procession to 
Leicester Square. 

Not that the AU needs an excuse to 
drink. We manage the feat regularly, but 
to welcome all those budding new sports 
men and women to the AU, it seemed only 
logical to do it in fancy dress. The interpre
tation of what can be considered a 'toga' 
was impressively broad. Netball, clearly 
familiar with navigating their way around 
bed sheets, used it to legitimately have 
a lot of leg on display. Men's rugby used 
their freshers as slaves, dressing them in a 
single loin cloth, while some bright spark 
in die FC got the sths and 6ths dressed as 
'Togans,' complete with facepaint and the 
national football kit. Unfortunately, my 
memory is a little bit ha^ of the details 
of the night, but like all great gatherings, 
nearly everyone there were in a similar 
state, so thankfully the factual accuracy of 
anjrthing reported here is unlikely to be 

. challenged. 
My congratulations this week must go 

to men's rugby who although may not be 
able to beat the FC in a test of strength, they 
can when it comes to drinking. Women's 
hockey also deserve some respect, who 
proved that they have the drinking skills 
to grace the tuns every Wednesday night, 
having been clear winners of the women's 
boat race. Apologies are directed towards 
those FC and rugby fresher's who were vol
unteered to take place in the straight arm 
downing competition. Maybe some prac
tise is in order to prevent such a blatant self 
inflicted beer shower. 

Due to libel issues, naming and sham
ing isn't really allowed in The Beaver. 

However, courtesy of some budding 
photo journalists lurking in the AU, for 
those of you not in attendance (shame on 
you) here is what you were missing out 
on... 

I 

Running tings bad bwoy 
Greg Opie 

After the departure of Tom "LSE Sports 
Personality of the Year 2008" BeedeU (he 
graduated, apparently), there was natu
rally some concern about how the running 
team would do this year. It turns out we 
will barely notice he's not there. 

Despite the conditions that could only 
be described as "wet and muddy", fifteen 
brave runners turned out for the first race 
of the season last Wednesday, held at the 
aptly named Parliament Hill. It's a course 
that was described by the captain of the 
team as having "one hill near the start then 
its mostly flat", and he was right about the 
first hill - but forgot to mention all the 
other hills after that one. It certainly isn't 
a course designed to be raced right after 
a summer of no exercise and too much 
drinking. 

With that in mind, the teams per
formed very well. The women's team find 
themselves just 4 points off University of 
London leaders UCL, and only 30 points 
off the fiiture sports teachers from sports 
college St Mary's. The men's first team are 
currently a solid third, trailing UCL and 
Gimperial, while the second team are only 
20 points behind Strand Poly's first team. 

There were also some spectacular in
dividual performances, particularly from 
Daniel HaweUek and Joy Zhu, who came 
6th and 7th in the men's and women's rac
es respectively. For the women, we then 
had Caterina Scaramelli coming in at loth, 
Carolyn Reardon finishing 17th and Har
riet Jackson rounding up the team at 21st. 
If the women's team continue to race like 
that they could easily top the league. 

For the men's team, new boy Dom-
ien De Witte finished in 17th place, shortly 

followed by Vikram Balachandar in 32nd. 
The running team is particularly badly 
hit by Wednesday afternoon scheduling, 
and Vikram is a perfect example of this; 
under the cover of "wanting to do an LSE 
postgraduate course" he jumped ship from 
the UCL team, only to find the Economics 
department have packed out his Wednes
day afternoons, clearly not realising how 
vital he is to LSE running. After Vikram 
came another new recruit, Phil "doesn't 
need a nickname because his surname is" 
Armour in 61st, and then rounding off the 
first team were Christian Petrangelo and 
team captain Greg "leads from the back" 
Opie in 87th and 88th. 

Then came the men's second team, led 
by veteran Keith Adams in 90th, and trea
surer James May in 94th, who is certainly 
producing a lot less banter this year after 
losing his head to head with Greg Opie in 
lastyear's league. Alex Boyce came in close 
behind at 96th, followed by Peter White 
and Kevin Dickman at looth and 101st. 

It was a great start to the season, and 
each team now has their own targets. The 
women's team can win their league, the 
men's realistically needs to aim at over
taking Gimperial to come second, and for 
the men's seconds, they have the first team 
from across the Strand wdthin their sights. 

Rnnning Leagae Ikble 

MEN 
1 - UCL - 59opts 
2 - Imperial - 559pts 
3 - LSE - 509pts 
4 - Royal Holloway - 446pts 
5 - UCL 2nds - 432pts 
6 - Imperial 2nds - 4i8pts 
7 - UCL 3rds - 3o8pts 
8 - Imperial 3rds - 28opts 
9 - Kings - 262pts 
10 - LSE 2nds - 239pts 

WOMEN 
1 - UCL - 2i3pts 
2 - LSE - 209pts 
3 - Kings - i83pts 
4 - UCL 2nds - i82pts 
5 - Imperial - l59pts 

The AU Insider 
Mark Question 

Beaver Sport witnessed a bouncer at Zoo 
Bar requesting a netballer to show him her 
penis. Nice, find harsh, but fair. 

The rugby team have a sweepstake going 
on how many of LSE's finest the female 
contingent of their club will take home on 
Wednesday nights over the course of the 
year. Most seem to suggest it will be be
tween 35-45, though all bets are welcome. 
Please contact the rugby club captain 
should you wish to get involved. Sports 
has the current total at 4. If you know oth
erwise please contact us. 

And finally, our well placed sources tell 
us that LSE's mystery lottery winner of 
£235,000 is a member of our very own Ul
timate Frisbee team. Come on mate, share 
the wealth, our frisbees are shit quality, 
time for an upgrade! 

Gamblers Anon 

user laserbub 

Keeping & Low 
Like the punter but 
better and for real 
The kind people at Betfair have given us 
£20 per week to put down on whatever 
takes our fancy! Starting next week we 
will be looking at those sporting occasions 
that don't quite get the press coverage they 
clearly deserve. We will be betting witi 
great care on all forms of sport, such as 
Gaelic Football, the Chess World Champi
onship, Pelota, and, of course. Handball. If 
you have any 
hot tips on Norwegian 2nd Division foot
ball, the inside scoop on an upcoming 

Aussie Rules game, or you know the lay 
of the land for the UK Ultimate Frisbee 
Championships, make sure you get in con
tact with the sports team at TheBeaver. 
Sports(|)lse.ac.uk. We will be keeping a 
running total of our successes and failures 
as we move away from the mainstream and 
into the unknown. Is sports betting about 
knowledge of the game, or is it just luck? 
We will find out by betting on the unfamil
iar every week. 

^MkPlease gamble responsibly. ^ 
Visit www.gambleaware.co.uky 
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A Revolutionary Performance 
Samurai Tempest Keeping 

LSE5ths4 
LSEZfthsl 

Facing another LSE team, your friends 
along with the odd foe, is a unique experi
ence in the world of ULU men's football. In 
fact any of the sports clubs who are gifted 
with such an opportunity will testify that 
no fixture demands such mental and phys
ical preparation. Timetabling difficulties 
dictate diat every year the second week of 
the Michaelmas term bares witness to the 
perennial derby between the PC's two most 
banterous teams (honourable mention 
goes out to the thirds). Added spice was 
provided by the fact that last season both 
sides gained promotion to ULU Division i, 
the title decided on goal difference as the 
Fourths were named champions. 

So, a mere four months after being dis
emboweled by the graduations of many a 
senior player, the Fifths found themselves 
once again ready to take on their most hat
ed rivals. That group of filthy degenerates 
who revel so much in rubbing our noses in 
their superior status. But what's in a name 
I ask you, what's in a name? The American 
president is the self professed leader of the 
free world, yet some call him a terrorist. 
Tupac Shakur is synonomous with groups 
who plague many parts of the aforemen
tioned country, but I caU him a revolution
ary. 

The build up to the game couldn't have 
been more contrasting for the two teams. 
LSE Fourths returned this year with much 
of their squad intact, the only notable ab
sentee being the new Sixth team goal ma
chine and erstwhile Beaver sports editor 
Josh Tendeter. Meanwhile the Fifths had 
been ravaged by departures of some of the 
finest to ever don tiie Slgr Blue: Knuckles, 
The Furher, Birkenstock, Sapha and Floppy 
(n.b. still technically an LSE student until 
Oct 22nd and according to the oracle him
self Mr Richard Morrow still allowed to 
represent his University until one year post 
graduation date). In addition while the 
Fourths secured a fortunate opening day 
victory, the fifths were dealt a cruel hand 
by lady luck as they valiantly went down 
against GKT. 

Despite the Saturday afternoon de
bacle spirits remained high in the 'Caz 
Revolution'. The name was a parting gift 
from that fan of all things nationalistic Pe
ter Greenall in lieu of the massive squad 
rebuilding required. Sanjay Girvan was 
happy to sit on the train and gee us all up 
with promises of audio recordings of his 
nocturnal maneuvering, a promise which 
was broken faster than the 2nd team's de
fense after we all learned he has a girlfriend 
back in Atlanta. Notable contributions also 
came from Travel Editor Graeme Birrell 
who I'm happy to say can spell chicken but 

can't tell the truth when it comes to sexual 
conquests and of course, the leader of our 
gang, Carys Glitter. 

The fifths were fortunate not to fall be
hind early. A clinical attack begun by Ber-
nie and not involving Andrew Simpson, 
something of a recurring theme both on 
and off the field, culminated in a goal being 
disallowed for the ball momentarily pass; 
ing out of play. However firom that point on 
the game was all about the revolutionar
ies. Drive and direction from Jon Mckin
ley and Dave Leeming. Ideology and craft 
from myself, Steven Treible and Seb Lim. 
Eastern promise in Nick See and Amand 
Daatay. Plus a German, Welshman and a 
couple of lads from Essex. Basically all the 
requisite ingredients for an underground 
cell with designs on regime change. 

The first goal came courtesy of a 
storming box to box run from the well 
endowed, ladies take careflil note, Kevin 
Clark. The resident pimp daddy of post 
graduate studies was just able to slide 
Leeming's cleverly delayed through ball 
underneath the onrushing Jamie Broom 
to put the fifths ahead and let the fourths 
know that in this game reputations count 
for little. Speaking of reputations, over the 
past three years it was regularly leveled by 
fourth team members that the fifths were a 
one man team (Tendeter 07), that man be
ing the acom hearted Korean wing wizard 
Dave Hardy. With Knuckles now firmly in 
the teeth of the credit crunch such accu
sations no longer hold sway and it seems 
similar gripes may now be more applicable 
to the Filthies. 

The dejection was notable on Captain 
Rojo's face when he learned via the me
dia that star striker Vic Nayar was to be 
sidelined indefinitely with Ankle knack. 
Without him the fourths looked toothless 
in attack but more surprisingly clueless in 
defence. Broomhead, in a very giving mood 
this particular afternoon, granted the 5s a 
second goal by allowring Mckinley's fear
some but straight drive to squirm under
neath him. Half time was greeted with a 
determination to not let this one escape us 
as had been the case three days before. 

A brief rally after the break in which 
the fours pulled a goal back was put down 
ruthlessly by the insurmountable Leeming, 
who over the course of the game covered 
more ground than a pair of Rob Low's box
er shorts. He deservedly scored when con-
fiision in the opposition defense presented 
him with a glimmer of a chance which he 
expertly looped over Broom with a slash of 
his forehead. The keeper was again at fault 
for the fourth goal when he faOed to gather 
another simple drive which Leeming de-
lightfldly dispatched for his second, wrap
ping up victory and bragging rights for the 
foreseeable future. 
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Only two games in to the season it is 
impossible to predict what the final league 
table will look like but I'm quietly confident 
it will be something similar to that dis
played on this page. Bold words you might 
say but Trotsky, Martin Luther-King, Mao 
Tse-Tung and AyatoUah Khomeini didn't 
get where they did by biting their tongues. 
There's were battles which encompassed 
more than words and more than individu
als. By the end oftheyearhopefiilly we will 
be able to add one more name to this illus
trious list. 

Viva la revolution. 

University of London Division 1 League Table 

P W D L Pts 
UCLss 3 2 0 1 6 , 
LSE Men's gs 3 2 0 1 6 
Royal HoUoway, 4s 2 2 0 0 6 
Imperial College, London 4s 2 1 0 1 3 
RUMs 23 1 1 0 0 3 
King's 3s 2 1 0 1 3 
LSE 4s 3 1 0 2 3 
UCL6s 2 0 1 1 a 
Imperial College 5s 2 0 1 1 1 
Royal Vets IS 1 0 0 1 0 
Queen Mary 3s 1 0 0 1 0 


